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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 MHATISAHPÎ 

AMP is a progran providing a help in symbolic calculations. This program 
has been designed in order to fulfil three requirements 
1. The conversational capability. Let us stress first that tfe computer 

may work without human intervention. Nevertheless, the flexibility 
and tha efficiency are highly improved when the user governs step by 
step the calculations. In this collaboration» the computer is respon
sible of the exactitude of the results and of the memorization. It is 
really trustworthy in this role» whatever the complexity may be. The 
user may» in view of intermediate results» point out to the computer 
sore particularity which may simplify and fasten the subsequent cal
culations» and may also modify his primitive aim. This occurs very 
frequently in this kind of problems» and the stupid computer cannot 
take thu decision for you. 

2. A modular structure. AMP may use a lot of independent modules increas
ing its capabilities. It uses only the necessary modules and this 
avoids loss of sto-age and time for unwanted features. Its capabili
ties will increase in time due to adjunct'on of no re and more modules. 

3. The learning capability. The user can easily teach some new rules and 
make them permanent by adding a new module to the library. 

1.2 HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL 

It is not a good thing to read this publication before trying AMP. In 
fact» in view of the syntax of the commands» their use is almost self 
explanatory. Therefore» read first this introduction» including the exam
ples» then try immediately to use the program» with the help of appendices 
A and C» refering to the manual only if a difficulty ar'ses. 
Ha shall use the following notations in the description of the syntaxes. 
Capital letters show keywords, which must be coded exactly as shown. Lower 
case characters involve a choice for the user» which has to replace these 
characters by the wanted object. Braces ( > indicate that a choice between 
several stacked possibilities has to be dona. Brackets I 1 surround 
optional parameters. Consecutive dots indicate that the preceding item 
may be repeated. Finally» thu double color. is used for describing the 
syntax of some part of a command. These rules are easy to understand after 
some practice and are illustrated in "Summary of syntaxes" on page 56 

Some paragraphs are printed as this one with a supplementary indenta
tion. Thay may be omitted in a first reading aid co itain technical 
details and advanced remarks. 
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Beyond this Manual, a complementary publication called AHP internal 
structures leads to a deeper understanding of AMP. A direct control on the 
algorithms used becomes possible» as well as the capability of writing 
efficient complementary modules. 

1.3 SOME EXAMPLES 

The expression (x-2) to the power 7 » minus one» divided by (x-3), is sim
plified and memorized under the symbolic name Y. Then it is computed for 
the value 1/35 given to X, The figure shows what must be entered to AMP and 
the responses of AMP. 

Y := C(X-2)**7-l>/CX-3)ï 
2 3 * 5 6 

3-135 X • 179 X -127 X + 51 X -11 X • X 
LET X:=l/35 IN Y; 

7221S197591/1838265625 

Figure 1. first example 

Two different possibilities to compute the Hermite polynomials are now 
illustrated. Using the recurrence formula 

H (x) = 2 x H (x) - 2 n H (x) 
n+1 n n-1 

the first nine Hermite polynomials are memorized as the elements of an 
array HE. 
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DECLARE HE ARRAY(0:8); HE(0):=1; HE(1):=2*X; 
FOR I:=l TO 7 DO WRITE HECIU):=2*X«HE(I>-2*I*HECI-1); 

1 
2 X 

2 
- 2 M X 

3 
-12 X • 8 X 

2 4 
12-48 X • 16 X 

3 5 
120 X-160 X • 32 X 

2 4 6 
-120 • 720 X -480 X • 64 X 

3 5 7 
-1680 X * 3360 X -1344 X + 128 X 

2 4 6 8 
1680-13440 X • 13440 X -3584 X + 256 X 

Figure 2. Second example 

It is also possible to define a procedure» based on the fact that the nth 
Hnrmite polynomial is the nth derivative» with respect to z, of 
exp(z(2x-z))r evaluated for z=0. The third example computes H3(x+1). 

FUNCTION H(N,X>; 
BEGIN 2,D; D:=DERIV(EX*C2*XxZ-Zxx2),Z,N>; 
RETURNUET Z:=0 IN D); END; 
COMMENT NOW THIS FUNCTION IS USED; 
H(3,X*1); 

2 3 
-4 + 12 X • 24 X + 8 X 

Figure 3. Third example 

The fourth example matricially solves the system 
2 x * 3 a y = l 
x - y = b 

1/MAT((2,2>,2,1,3XA,-1> X KAT((2).t,B) ; 
(1) := (1/3 + A BÏ/C2/3 • A) 
(2) := (1/3-2/3 B)/(2/3 + A) 

Fiouro 4. fourth example 
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The fifth example shows the introduction of new functions. 

DECLARE (SIN COS) FUNCTION; 
LET SIN(0):=0,COS(0):=1; 
COMMENT SPECIAL VALUES; 
LET FORALLCX) CSIN"1)CX):=COS(X),CC0S"1)CX):=-SIN(X); 
COMMENT DERIVATION RULES. THESE TUO RULES ARE SUFFICIENT 

FOR EXPANSION AROUND X=0, E.G.; 
EXPAN(C0SCY),Y,6>; 

2 4 6 6 
1 - 1/2 Y • 1/24 Y - i/120 Y • OCY ) 

COMMENT OTHER RULES; 
LET FORALLCX,Y) COSCX+Y):=COSCX)*C0SCY)-SINCX)*SIN(Y), 

SINCX+Y).=SIN(X)*COStY)*SINCY'XCOSCX); 
LET FORALLCX) COSC-X):=COS(X),SIN(-X):=-SIN(X); 
COSCA+B-C)' 

COS(A) COSCB) CÔS(C) + COS(A) SIN(B) SIN(C) + COS(B) SIN(A) SIN(C) 
- COSCC) SIN(A) SIN(B) 

COMMENT AND SO ON ... ; 
Figure 5. fifth example 

Note: The author would appreciate any comment or suggestion about AMP. 
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8,0 ÇCHERAIJTSES 

t>l PRENCIPt-Ç 

After initialization» AMP executes successively the following steps: 
1. A statement is got from an input source. 
2. This statement is executed; this produces a memorization and an imme

diate answer. 
3. The answer is printed onto on output file. 
This sequence is repeated until exhaustion of the input source. This 
source is generally a typewriter console (interactive mode)» but may be 
any other dataset. It is in any case considered as a stream. This means 
that the cutting of data in successive physical records is completely 
ignored. For instance» a statement may extend on several records (without 
any indication of continuation); conversely» several statements may be 
written on the same record. AMP replaces this physical cutting by a log 
ical one and considers the input source as a sequence of statements. Wt 
omit here the general definition of a statement» and we only notice that 
each statement terminates always by a semi-colon ( ; ) ; this semicolon is 
nevertheless not characteristic of the end of a statement. 

In dataset gathering 80 character records (as for instance punched 
cards)» columns 73 to 80 are ignored and ara thus available to the 
user for numbering or identification purposes 

2.2 CHARACTER SET 

AMP uses the EBCDIC code and distinguishes: 
1. ten numeric d i g i t s 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
2. twenty-six alphsbatic upper case characters A D C . . . X Y Z. The low

er case letters o b c ... x y z arc admitted for convenience» but ara 
immediately convcrtod to the corresponding upper case character. 

3. five separation Characters which are the blank (indicated sometimes 
for convenience by the lower COEC letter b )»tha left and right paren
theses ( ) / the semicolon ; and th>i quote • 

4. twenty-two «Fecial characters • . < • I * ! $ * - - / , % _ > ? $ » a « 
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2.3 LANGUAGE ELEMENTS 

The AMP statements arm decomposed in a succession of numbers» identifiers» 
Strings, semicolons» left and right parentheses. Separation blanks (in 
any number) ara allowed between these language elements, but nowhere else; 
thay have no syntactic content. 
1. numbers 

Integers are strings of an arbitrary number of digits, (The first one 
being significative» i.e. non zero), optionnally preceded by ? minus 
(-) sign. No blanks arm allowed in these strings. 
Rationals ara a sequence of an integer, immediately followed by the 
character slash (/)» immediately followed by another, non negative 
integer. 
Reals obey the syntax: 
t - 3 digit ... I . digit ... 3 E exp I 

They ara characterized by the occurence of either the decimal point, 
or the scaling factor E, or both. In the scaling factor, "exp" is an 
integer which indicates a possible shift of the decimal point towards 
the left. This shift is counted algebraically and may be negative, 
e.g. 3.14 314E-2 .314E1 ara three representations of the same 
real, but 314/100 is not (this is a rational). 

Note that the number of digits in integers and rationals is not 
restricted. Nevertheless, arithmetic involving numbers which 
exceed 999999999 in absolute value (called extended precision 
numbers) may consume time and storage. Similarly, rational arith
metic is slower than integer or real arithmetic. It is possible 
to avoid these features and to replace rational numbers, or 
extended-precision numbers, or both, by reals in calculations 
needing non exact results (see "Options." on page 29) 
The reals are only defined up to double precision of the computer 
(l.c-16 approximately on IBM version), and all the corresponding 
arithmetic is done up to this accuracy. It is not our intention to 
implement a higher precision, since symbolic calculations use 
principally integers or rationals. 

2. identifiers 
They ara represented by either 
• 1 to 8 alphameric characters, the first one being alphabetic, 
• 1 to 8 special characters. 
No blanks ara allowed. 
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Son* differences exist between the two feras, although they 
appear rather mysterious» these rules mrm applied intuitively in 
mathematical formulae. In the first fora» the identifier acts as a 
word of the usual language; it is always followed by a nan alpha
numeric character» e.g. a blank. The distinction between» e.g.» 
IF A=B and IFA = • is clear. In the second fora» this rule is net 
applied; the string of special characters is scanned fraa left to 
right in order to extract the longest possible» already known 
identifier. Let us give two illustrations: in *•-•» •- is under
stood as the sequence of the t-uo identifiers • and -» because •-
is not known to be a single identifier» and despite the fact that 
there is no separating blank between • and -- Conversely, in *«"•» 
HK is known and therefore it will not be cut as twice the identi
fier *. 

Identifiers mrm classified in different categories according to 
internal flags. In absence of any indication» thr»y mrm called 
variables. We shall soon define in this section the assigned 
identifier and the function. 
strings 
A string of arbitrary characters can be introduced as a whole if they 
mrc written between quotes. Here» blanks mrm significative. 'THIS IS 
A STRING;' is» e.g.» a 17-charactcr long string. 
r problem appears when a quote has to be introduced in a string. The 
recipe is to double such a quote. For instance» 
'A'" represents the 2-character long string A' 
other elements. 
Blanks have only a separation role (except in strings) and have no 
syntactic content. They must be used wherever a separation is needed 
between two different elements of a statement (as in IF A - • where IF 
and A arm two identifiers and must not be confused with another possi
ble identifier IFA; but blanks mre not necessary between A and =» and 
= and B). They may be used in arbitrary number, 
A sequence beginning by the identifier COTftiENT and ending up to and 
including the first encountered semicolon is ignored and replaced by 
blanks. The user may use this feature for convenience and can insert 
comments almost everywhere in the input source. 

2.» EXPRESSIONS 

An important class of statements is the class of expressions .They mrm 
evaluated to an equivalent expression called its Simplified for a. The 
definition is recursive» and MC shall distinguish five types of 
expressions. 
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1. numbers. Integers and reals remain unchanged during the simplifi
cation. Rationals are transformed in their irreducible form (numera
tor and denominator relatively prime» with a positive denominator; in 
this reduction, it can be reduced to an integer). 

2. variables. Unchanged by simplification. 
3. assigned identifiers. Ue shall see later that an identifier may be 

assigned to a given expression. The result of the simplification is 
precisely this expression. 

*. parenthetized expressions. Simplified as if unparenthesized. 
5. functional expressions. A function acts on some expressions called 

its arguments. The syntax is generally 
function ( argument.l t, ... 3) 

However, other syntaxes exist. If a function has always just one argu
ment* a prefix form may be allowed. In this case, the parenthesis may 
be omitted in the preceding syntax. 
If a function has always just two arguments» en infix form may be 
allowed, with the syntax 

argumentai function argument_2 
Some intuitive and well-known mathematical examples are given by the 
function LOG» the prefix function - and the infix function • . 
The result of the simplification depends on the function. Usual func
tions will be descrioed later in this section. 
Since arguments ere themselves expressions, some ambiguity arises 
while identifying the functions, when prefixes and infixes ara used. 
In A+&KC, e.g., the function is + and not x, and this is equivalent to 
A+(B*C) and not to (A+B)«C. In the general case, parentheses ttra suc
cessively added until all the ambiguities disappear. One uses the 
following scheme which formalizes the intuitive rules applied in 
mathematics. 
• eoch prefix or infix function has been numbered by an integer called its precedence. 
• the expression is scanned from left to right and one picks the 

leftmost infix or prefix function of highest precedence; its 
arguments are then enclosed by parenthesis. 

• the preceding rule is applied until exhaustion of all the ambigui
ties. 

For instance, xx has a greater precedence than -, and - than +. One is 
led to the parenthetizations in the following example: 
A + B M X C X X D + - E -> A • (BXXC) xx D + - E -> 
A + ((BxxoxxD) • - E -> A + ((BxxC)XXD) • (-E) -> 

(A+((BXXC)XXD))*(-E) 
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Finally, a special class of functions with integer arguments will be 
studied in "ARRAYS" on page 20. They are the arrays. 

2*5 UNDAMENTAL ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS. 

The heart of AMP contains a simplifier for mathematical expressions in a 
real commutative algebra. Corresponding functions are 

• addition (infix, not prefix) 
opposite (prefix. For convenience» the infix form is accepted and 

interpreted as +-) 
x product (infix) 
/ division (infix binary. Binary means non associative) 
xx exponentiation (infix binary) 

The corresponding simplifiera: 
• perform arithmetic operation between numbers. Reals mr9 obtained only 

if at least one real is involved in the operation. 
• expand products of sums and integer powers of sums. This capability 

may be inhibited by turning off the option 'EXPAND'. Note that, when 
this option is turned off, the user may force the expansion by using 
the function EXPAND(expression) which evaluates to its simplified and 
expanded argument. 

• order monomials: the coefficient (number), then variables to some 
powers in some predefinite order. This order is normally 
lexicographic, but may be modified using the DECLARE command. 

The comparison of the order of two identifiers proceeds as 
follows. First, each identifier has received a number called its 
order. It is normally 0, but it can be modified by the DECLARE 
command (see "The DECLARE command." on page 31). Identifiers ara 
ordered according to their orders when different. If they ara 
equal, one compares one after one the eight characters of the 
names (padded on the right with blanks) from left to right until a 
difference is found. The classification follows the natural order 
of EBCDIC characters in the machine representation (i.e. b c . < • 
It : $ - - / , * _ > ? : ta = " A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S 
T U V U X Y Z 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9) 

• order sums of monomials: in increasing powers of the last variable. 
This order may be reversed by setting on the option 'DECORD* (i.e. 
DECroasing ORDer). 

• use the rules a*«0=l «**l=a l**o=l 0*xa=0 axxb x axxc=axx(b+c) 
(axxb)xxc = axx(bxc) 
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remove negative powers using a**(-b) = l/a**b (negative exponents 
nevertheless remain if the option 'NEGPOU' is turned on). 
reduce rational fractions -y extracting the g.c.d. of the numerator 
and the denominator. Turning off the option 'REDUCE* suppresses this 
feature. It must be emphasized that this reduction may consume a lot 
of time and storage (the g.c.d. algorithm may use huge intermediate 
expressions as far as 3 or more variables occur). It is possible nev
ertheless to govern the reduction procedure using the REDUCE 
function, (see this function) li.add rational fractions using a/b • 
c/d = (ad+bc)/(bd), unless the option 'CODEN* (COmmon DENominator) is 
turned off. In this case» this rule is applied only if b and d are 
identical. 

2.6 ASSIGNMENT. 

Assignment is achieved by using one of two available infix binary func
tions := and -- . 
" identifier := expression " simplifies the expression» then assigns the 
simplified expression to the identifier, then returns this simplified 
expression as the answer. If the identifier was a variable, it becomes an 
assigned identifier; if it kas an assigned identifier, it remains in this 
class, but it preceding assignation is lost and replaced by a new one. 
Apart from an extension to arrays studied in "ARRAYS" on page 20, any oth
er first argument for := leads to error. The identifier := must not be 
confused with = which has a different meaning. 
" expression_l == expression_2 " simplifies "expression_l" to "result_lw, 
and then acts exactly as if "result_l : = expression_2" was coded. This 
function == is useful in computed assignment which may be needed while 
programming a simplifier. 

Internally, there is no difference between an assigned identifier and 
a variable. A variable is in fact an identifier assigned to "nothing". 
As a consequence, it is possible to restore the status of variable to 
an assigned identifier by assigning it to "nothing" (e.g. using " 
identifier := BUILD(O)»" The function BUILD will be described in "The 
function BUILD" on page 36. 

For convenience, in the fundamental cycle of AMP described in II.1 (and 
only in this cycle), the result of each statement is automatically 
assigned, after simplification, to the identifier ANSWLR. This identifi
er thus may be used in the following alitement where it will be replaced 
by the last obtained result. 
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2.7 RELATIONAL OPERATIONS. 

AMP contains a logical simplifier. Corresponding expressions take their values in a two-elements set gathering the two reserved system variables TRUE and FALSE, "there exist six infix binary functions allowing the comparison of two algebraic expressions: 
= equal -= unequal < less than <= less than or equal to > greater than >= greater than or equal to 

The method consists to subtract the two expressions. If the result is a number» it is compared to zero and this leads to either TRUE or FALSE. If it is not» the comparison leads to a so-called undecidable clause» reduced to soma canonical form. Here are listed some examples 2 ->- 5 -> TRUE X+2 < X-3 -> FALSE A <= 3 -> A-3 <= 0 (undecidable, if A is not assigned) 

2.» LOGICAL EXPRESSIONS. 

Logical (boolean) calculus is performed through the functions: 
I logical and (infix) 
I logical inclusive or (infix) - logical not (prefix) 

Their arguments must be logical expressions (i.e. simplifying to TRUE» FALSE or undecidable) and the result is defined by the following tables. 

al ft o2 «2= 
TRUE 

a2= FALSE a2= 
undec. 

el=TRUE al=FALSE el=undcc. 
TRUE FALSE al 

FALSE FALSE FALSE 
aZ FALSE al C a2 

Figure 6. ft truth table 
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al 1 a2 a2= 
TRUE 

a2= 
FALSE 

a2= 
undec. 

al=TRUE 
al=FALSE 
al=undec. 

TRUE 
TRUE 
TRUE 

TRUE 
FALSE 
al 

TRUE 
a2 
al | a2 

Figure 7. I truth table 

a TRUE FALSE undec. 
-a FALSE TRUE -a 

Figure 8. - truth table 

All the logical calculus can be achieved using these functions For 
instance» the exclusive or may be coded: 
• either ( al ft ~a2) I Ca2 ft -al) 
• o r ( al I a2) ft -(al ft a2) 

2.9 EVALUATION ORDER. 

This paragraph lists all the introduced prefix and infix functions in 
decreasing order of precedence. This suppresses all the ambiguities in the 
evaluation of expressions as explained in "Expressions" on page 7. To this 
list is added the comma (,), which separates the different arguments of a 
function and which is considered by the AMP reader as an infix function. 
** * / • - = -.= < < = > > = - ft | ::;:, 
Let us give now some illustrations and recipes. 
• Coding that X is between A and Bs X >= A ft X <= B; 
• Assigning the same expression to A and Bs A:=(B:=exprassion); (Note 

the use of the parentheses in those two examples). 
• Verifying an identity: (A+B>x(A-8)=A*x2-B**2; (the answer is TRUE? 

note the difference between the functions - and :=). 
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2.10 SIMPLIFICATION ECONOMIZER. RESIMPl FUNCTION. 

In order to save computing time» AMP avoids simplifying already simplified 
expressions. In particular, an assigned identifier Mill always be 
replaced by its value, simplified at the moment of assignment and never at 
the moment of replacement. 
This may cause some disagreement. Let us illustrate by an example. In an 
expression E» a variable X has been used instead of an expression Y (ei
ther for convenience in intermediate calculations» or because Y has been 
computed after E). The final result need thus a substitution operation. Of 
course, this can be done using the LET statement described in "SUBSTI
TUTIONS" on page 38. Other possibilities exist; the sequence: 

X := Y , E ; 
Mill not give the wanted result since E Mill not be resimplified as stated 
before. However it is possible to enforce resimplification by using the 
RESXMPL function. Hence 

X := Y ; E := RESIMPL(E) ; 
is now a correct sequence. 
Similarly, there exists a function KOSXMPL which returns its unsimplified 
argument. Its use will be illustrated in "PROGRAMMING" on page 14 

2.11 MISCELLANEOUS. 

Some statements perform a definite action, but return "nothing", we have 
already encountered the function BUILD(O) which does return nothing. Of 
course, printing nothing is a no-operation. The simplest example is the 
null-statcr.ont, which contains only blanks Cor comments) and acts as a 
no-operation. In the following example, a null statement is included 
between stotemont_l and statemant_2: 

statements ; COMMENT NULL-STATEMENT ; ; statements ; 
(replaced by blanks) 

Other statements will be called cennands. Their syntax escapes rules gov
erning expressions and depends on the particular command.A command always 
begins with the identifier representing this command. The syntax is punc
tuated by special identifiers called delimiters. Next section is devoted 
to the study of some commands; e.g. IF is a command using the three delim
iters THEN, ELSE and OTHERWIS. 
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3.0 PROGRAMMING 

3.1 THE CONDITIONAL STATEMENT. 

According to a condition, a choice betuieen several possibilities may be 
done using the IF statement. There exist three forms of this command, dif
fering by the action taken when the condition is undecidable 

• IF cond THEN clause_l ELSE clause_2 OTHERWIS clause_3 
The logical expression "cond" is simplified. If the result is TRUE 
(resp. FALSE or undecidable), the statement "clause_l" Cresp. 
"clause_2" or "clau5e_3") is executed and its result is returned as 
the result of the conditional statement. 

This form may be abbreviated to 
IF cond THEN clause .1 

if "clause 2" and "clause i" ara both the null-statement, and to 
IF cond THEN clausêll OTHERWIS clause_2 

if "clause_2" and "clausa_3" ara identical. 

• IF cond THEN clause_l ELSE clause.2 

It is implied, in this form, that "cond" must not simplify to an 
undecidable clause. If it does, the statement leads to ?rror. 

• IF cond THEN clause.1 ELSE clause_2 OTHERWIS 

If the result "s._cond" of the simplification of "cond" is TRUE or 
FALSE, "clause_l""or "clause_2" is executed and returned. If it is 
undecidable, the returned result is 

IF s_cond THEN clause.l ELSE clause_2 OTHERWIS 
and thus may be reused in subsequent calculations. 

All these forms may be used as a part of expression. We give now an 
example. Assigning Y to 1 if X is between 0 and 1, and to 0 otherwise 
(characteristic function of the interval 0-1) may be written as 

Y:= IF X > 0 1HEN IF X<1 THEN 1 ELSE 0 ELSE 0 OTHERWIS ; 
Note that the OTHCRWIS of the second IF has baen omitted since the second 
condition cannot be indecidable if the first one gave TRUE. 

3.2 THE ITERATIVE STATEMENT 

The FOR statement achieves the repetition of the same statement for vary
ing values of an identifier. This statement may bo used as a part of an 
expression. 

The discrete case 
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FOR id := set 1 [ , ... ] [WHILE cond_w) 
[ SELECT cond s 1 

{ DO } 
{ PERFORM op OK ) 
{ SUM } expression 
{ PRODUCT 1 

with set_i :: (start i > 
Cstart_i [BY incr_U TO end_i } 
(start_i 3Y incr_i 1 

In this syntax» "start_i", "incr_i", "end_i" and "expression" ar* 
expressiens. "cond_w" and "cond_s"" are logrcal expressions, "op" is 
any two argument function (may be infix) and "id" is a variable or an 
assigned identifier (warning: in this caser its value will be lost 
during the execution of the statement). 
As we shall see, the first syntactic form fcr "set_i" refers to a sin
gle value; other forms define sets of equally spaced values (until 
infinity for the third form). Although tha result of the execution of 
this statement is quite intuitive and would be illustrated by some 
examples» we begin by a systematic description of the execution. 
1. i is set to 1 (t*e consider now the set of values "set_i"7 
2. "id" is assigned to "start_i". 
3. if TO is coded in "set_i", the logical expression " id <= end_i " 

(or, if and only if "incr_i" simplifies te a negative number, "id 
>= end_i") is evaluated. If one finds FALSE, go to step 8. 

4. if WHILE is coded, "cond_w" is evaluated; if the result is FALSE, 
go to step 9 (the executions stops here). 

5. if SELECT is coded, "cond.s" is evaluated; if the result is FALSE» 
go to step 7 (skip the value). 

6. simplify "expression" and, if DO is not ^oded, memorize the 
result. 

7. if BY is coded in "set_i" (note that BY I is the default in the 
second syntax of "set_i"), assign "id" to the expression "id • 
incr_i" (simplified) and go to step 3. 

S. Unless "set_i" is the last set of values, add one to i and go to 
step 2. 

9. If DO is coded, return nothing as the result of the «tatement. If 
PERFORM is coded, let rl , ... the successive results obtained in 
step 6. The result is 

rl op r2 op .... 
if "op" is on infix function, and 

op( ... op( op(rl,r2),r3), ... ) 
if "op" is a non-infix function. SUM is equivalent to PERFORM • 
ON, and thus this option corresponds to the mathematical sign 
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"sigma" . Similarly, PRODUCT is identical to PERFORM » ON and 
corresponds to the mathematical sign "pi". 

Let us illustrate by some examples. Fis set to factorial 10 by 
r := 1 ; FOR I := 2 TO 10 DO F:= F » I ; 

or by F := FOR I := 1 TO 10 PRODUCT I ; 

The series l/j**2 is written FOR J:=l BY 1 SUM 1/J»*2ï 

Verifying that 1+2+3+ ... n = n(n*l)/2 for all n smaller than 20 is 
achieved by 

FOR N;=l to 20 PERFORM ft ON (FOR I:=l TO N SUM I)=N»(Nll)/2; 
which replies TRUE. 

Finally» note that undecidable results may be encountered in steps 3 
to 5. This is allowed as long as DO is not coded» and the result is» in 
this case» only partially simplified (for possible subsequent use). 

If the set of values is infinite» this leads to error if DO is coded, ft 
simplifier for series tries some attempts for summing series or infi
nite products. 

The continuous case. 

The SUM option of the FOR statement has an extension for the 
integrals. 

FOR x SUM f denotes the indefinite integral f dx 
FOR a<x<b SUM f denotes the integral f dx from a to b 

"x" must be an identifier» "a"» "b" and "f" are expressions» only "f" 
may depend on "x". 

Conversely to the derivation» there arQ no general recipes for inte
gration. AMP has a complementary module which performs some attempts 
for an automatic integration» but the result is not guaranteed. See 
the corresponding complementary publication for the description of 
the opera tions performed by this module. 

?r? THE cowpquKP STATEMENTt 

It is possible to gather several statements in only one and to control the 
order of their execution. This is achieved by the BEGIN statement. 
BEGIN [ id_l , ... 1 » 

I label_l : 3 statement..! ; 

END 

Although it contains several statements (constitutive statements) and 
several semicolons» this is considered as a single statement callad com
pound stotcnent or block. 
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The list "id_l , ..." defines local identifiers. These identifiers are 
only known between the words BEGIN and END of the block. They are differ
ent of possible similarly named identifiers used outside the block and are 
created just for the time of block execution. As a consequence, if there 
are similarly named identifiers defined outside the block, they canrot be 
accessible (by their name) during *"he block execution, and they will not 
be affected by this execution. The local identifiers may receive partic
ular attributes through a DECLARE statement (see "The DECLARE command." on 
page 31) which must be inserted (despite the fact that such a statement is 
not executable) before the first constitutive statement, and after the 
semi colon ending the local identifier list. 
A constitutive statement may be any statement (including another block). 
Furthermore, two additional statements GOTO and RETURN ara allowed. One 
label (either any non-function identifier, or a positive integer) may be 
prefixed in order to identify the constitutive statement. 
WARNING. END is not a constitutive statement and therefore cannot be 
labelled. Furthermore, the null statement cannot be labelled; if you want 
to have a labelled null statement, replace the null statement by 0 (e.g. " 
label : 0 ; " ). 

Identifiers used as labels are useful for mnemonic purposes; however 
the use of numbers is more efficient. 

The execution proceeds as follows. The first constitutive statement is 
executed, then the next one, and so on until a GOTO or RETURN breaks the 
sequence. After a GOTO statement (warning: This is a single word, do not 
insert blanks between GO and TO): 

GOTO label ; 
the execution resumes to the statement identified by "label". Of course 
two statements of the same block must not have the same label, and a GOTO 
must not refer to a label which does not appear in the same block. 

RETURN ( expression) 
stops the execution of the block, "expression" is simplified and returned 
as the result of the compound statement. If the execution ends by RETURN, 
the compound statement may be used as a part of an expression 
The execution may also terminate after the last statement if it does not 
meet a RETURN. The returned result is nothing in this case. 
As en example, "FOR I:=o TO b BY c WHILE eondw SUM e" may also be coded as: 

BEGIN S; S:=0; I:=a; LOOP : IF I>b THEN RETURN(S) ELSE 
IF condw THEN RETURN(S) ELSE S:=S+c ; I:=I*c; GOTO LOOP; END; 

The declaration of S as a local identifier will prevent any interaction 
with another identifier S which may be used outside this block which 
therefore will not be altered by this compound statement. 
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3.» DEFINING THE SIMPLIFIER OF A FUNCTION. 

The statement 
FUNCTION func ( arg_l C .... I ) ; definition ; 
defines the simplifier of a function "func". "definition" is a statement 
(possibly a block) which returns what must be the result of the simplifi
cation of "func". Further possibilities for defining the simplifier will 
be studied in "SUBSTITUTIONS" on page 38 and "ALGEBRAS" on page *7.. 
"arg_l" is a list of identifiers. Each time the function "func" has to be 
simplified» "arg_i" is assigned to the simplified value of the ith argu
ment; then the statement "definition" (which contains of course 
references to the arg_i's) is simplified and returned as the simplified 
value of the function. 
As in the compound statement» the identifiers "arg_i" are local identifi
ers» only known in "definition"» and thus do not interfer with similarly 
named identifiers used elsewhere. These identifiers may receive partic
ular attributes» however» as "definition" must be a single statement» it 
roust be coded in this case as a block» with the wanted DECLARE statement 
being its f;rst constitutive statement. 
Recursivety is allowed without any restriction (even if "definition" is a 
block with local identifiers). In particular» "func" may be invoked itself 
in "definition". Be nevertheless careful while using this possibility 
since infinite loops may result, e.g.» the factorial of positive integer 
numbers may be computed by 

FUNCTION FAC(N); IF N=l THEN I ELSE NxFAC(n-l); 
This function works well for positive integers» but leads to an infinite 
loop for any other argument: this can be cured by a better test on the 
argument. 

"func" need not a DECLARE statement to be a function. However this 
declaration becomes necessary if supplementary attributes ara wanted» 

DECLARE ! FUNCTION PREFIX ORDER(ll); 
FUNCTION !(N)} FOR I:=l TO N PRODUCT I, 

Note that parentheses ara necessary: the declaration as prefix» or 
infix» does not modify the syntax of the FUNCTION command. 
We finally give some particular hints. If a function must assign a 
particular expression to an identifier given as an argument» the == 
identifier may be used. Let us» as an example» define a function 
ASSIGN which acts exactly as := 

FUNCTION ASSIGN(A,B); A == B ; 
Note that the use of this function may be delicate: its first argument 
must simplify to a single identifier and thus the use of NOSIMPL func
tion may be necessary. For instance» if X» already assigned» has now 
to be assigned to» say» Y-l» one must code 
AS5IGN(N0SIMPL(X),Y-1> and thus the identifier A of the function 
definition will be assigned to X and not to its actual value. Another 
possibility (used in AMP for :=) is to doclare the function with the 
attribute NOSIMPL» which prevents the simplification of the 
arguments; it is then necessary to enforce the simplification of the 
second argument» and we are led to the solution*. 
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DECLARE ASSIGN FUNCTION NOSIMPL; 
FUNCTION ASSIGN(A,B);A==RESIMPL(B); 

Transmitting arrays or functions as arguments presents no difficulties» 
but needs nevertheless some care. An example is self explanatory. 
Ue define a function PERFORM which must evaluate a function given as the 
third argument» for the two first arguments. 

FUNCTION PERF0RM(A.B»0P); BEGIN; 
DECLARE OP FUNCTION; RETURN ( OP(A»B)); END 

and it is used to compute A M by coding PERF0RMU.3,N0SIMPL(O); the 
use of NOSIMPL is necessary for functions» but must be avoided for arrays. 
In some cases» the recursivity feature must be avoided. For instance each 
time you want to return the function for some computed arguments» without 
resimplifying it (which may lead to an infinite loop). The BUILD function 
(see "The function BUILD" on page 36) allows this feature. An example is 
displayed. 

FUNCTION GAMMA(X); 
IFX>1 THEN (X-1)*GAMMA(X-1) 
ELSE IF X<0 THEN GAMMA(X*1)/X 
ELSE IF X=0 THEN INFINITY ELSE IF X=l THEN 1 
OTHERWIS BUILD(8,N0SIMPL(GAMMA),X); 

Note in this example that NOSIMPL(GAMMA(X)> cannot be used in the 1 st 
line because X would not be replaced by the corresponding value of the 
argument. 
The analysis of the arguments is useful when writing a simplifier. The 
TYPE» SUBEX and DIM functions are available for this purpose and ara 
studied in "ANALYSIS OF EXPRESSIONS" on page 3*. 
Finally» it may be useful to refer directly to the i-th argument. The 
prefix function " $ i " does it» when "i" is an expression which must 
simplifiy to a non-negative integer. If it simplifies to 0» this gives the 
number of arguments. This feature is useful when treating a variable num
ber of arguments; in this case» the list of argument must be suppressed 
and replaced by $ ; any reference to an argument is done in this case by 
the $ function. 
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».0 ARRAYS 

*tl PErWmWt 
An array is a finite set of objects called array-elements. Each object is 
identified by a set of k integers nl » — nk . k is called the number Of 
diKensions called the number of dimensions of the array. Each integer ni 
varies between two integers called the louer bound and the upper bound of 
the ith dimension. Hence the array contains the product of (high_i -
loN_i • 1) as total number of elements. 
An array is considered by AMP as a single object. Therefore (and in 
contradistinction with most languages) an identifier need not a special 
declaration in order to be assigned to an array. However, the the corre
sponding declaration exists» but only for bringing some facilities that we 
now describe. 
Ue have to know first how to extract a given array-element» or a subset of 
the array» from the array. This is achieved by the function SUBEX. 
However» the declaration (See "The DECLARE command." on page 31) 
DECLARE array ARRAY ; 
avoids the use of this function. The identifier "array" is now considered 
as a function of integers which extracts directly the wanted 
array-element» provided "array" has been previously assigned to the 
array. Hence the notation "array( nl I, ...] )" is allowed and does not 
lead to an error. The detailed use of this facility» as well as the use of 
SUBEX» is described in "Evaluâtion." on page 21. 
Ue have also to know how to create and initialize or modify an array. The 
role of the function 

BUILD ( 2» ([lowJL:] high.l C» ...] ) I, el_l , ... 1) 
is to create and returns an array with k dimensions of respective lower 
and upper bounds "low_i" (defaultly set to 1) and "high_i". The elements 
are initialized to the "el_i w ,s ; theses elements are given one after one» 
the first index varying the foster. If the elements are omitted» there is 
an initialization to "nothing". Of course» all the arguments of BUILD are 
simplified before use; Note that the bounds must evaluate to integers (non 
necessarily positive) and that the lower bound must be less than the upper 
bound. The declaration 

DECLARE array ARRAY( Ilow.J:] high_l [ » ...J) 
declares narrayn as an array and assigns it to an array with indicated 
dimensions and with all elements initialized to nothing. But» in this dec
laration» the bounds ara not simplified and must be unsigned integer. 

The modification of a particular array-element is performed using an 
extension of the assignment function» described in "Assignment." on page 
22. 
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Let us consider a part of expression involving an mrrmy and written as 

• either SUBEXC exp , erg_l I »... 1 ) where "exp" is an expression simplifying to en mrrmy, 
• or mrrmy C arg_l (» ...3 ) where 'mrrmy" is an identifier declared ARRAY and previously assigned to an array. 
• The purpose of this subsection is to give the Meaning of these notations. Three cases way appear. 

1. All "erg_i"*s simplify to numbers n_i which exist be integers. The notation refers to the corresponding mrrmymlaient» which plays a role very similar to on identifier; if this element has been previously assigned ti.e. assigned to something different from nothing)» the assigned expression is returned as the result of the simplification. If it has not been assigned (or assigned to nothing) the simplified result keeps the primitive form» with only the arguments replaced by their simplified form. Hence the second form allows the use of subscripted variables. 
Note: AHP does not verify (in order to save time) that the arguments lie in the correct range of values» if they do not» this error may lead to unpredictable results. 

2. The result of the simplification of "erg_i" does not give (for any i) either a number or a linear combination of the function m (with numerical coefficients)» or "array" is not assigned. In the simplified result» the arguments mrm just replaced by their simplified form. 
3. All "erg_i"*s mrm integers or linear combination of the function a with numerical coefficients (which must be integers). This represents a sub-array (subset of the primitive array) that we now describe. 

Let m_l » be the integers identifying an element of the subar-ray. This element is identical to the one obtained from the primitive mrrmy by replacing the functions "a(i » ... ) " by m_i. He emphasize the word identical: the sub-array is not copied from the primitive array (of course» if the user wants a copy» he can do it using other methods» as an assignment in a iterative statement). Koncc a modification of an element of the sub-array will produce tho same modification of the corresponding element of the primitive array» and conversely. 
Rules for coding the function a are now given. 
• The function a has exactly one or three arguments which must evaluate to integer». 
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• The first argument is positive, and the maximum of all first arguments 
involved in "arg_i" will be the number of dimensions of the subarray. 

• let j be a particular dimension of the sub-array. Thus j appears at 
least once as the first argument of an a, and exactly once as the 
first argument of an a function with three arguments. 

• The three-argument function "a(j,x,y)" indicates that and y are the 
lower and the upper bound of the jth dimension of the sub-array. 

These rules arQ illustrated on some examples. Let A be assigned to a 5x5 
array, and B to a 25-arroy. 

B(3(l,l,5,; is the set of the first five elements of B. 
B(2*a(l,l>13>-1) is the sub-array gathering the odd-numbered elements 
of B. 
B(a(l,l,5)+5*a(2,l,5)-5) is a two-dimensional 5x5 array obtained by 
fillino successively the columns with the elements of B. 
A(a(l,l,5),2) is the second column of A. 
A(;:i,l,5),3(l)) is the diagonal of A. 
A(ui(l,1,5),3(2,1,5)) is the sub-array which is identical to the whole 
primitive array. This notation is of course equivalent to "A", without 
any arguments. 
A<a(2,l,5),a(l,l,5)) is the transpose matrix of A. 

+.3 ASSIGNMENT. 

An extension of the use of the operator := (and similarly of the function 
==) allows assignment of the array-elements. Let us discuss the various 
possibilities. First» note that there exist array-expressions which eval
uate to arrays (some of them will be studied in the next subsection). 

array-element := expression 
assigns the element to the simplified "expression", which is returned as 
the result of this statement. As in the case of identifiers, note that an 
array-element may be reset to an unassigned status by assigning it co 
nothing ( BU.TLD(O) ). 

sub-array := array-expression 
copiVÎS all the elements of the simplified array-expression in the 
sub-array. The two members must have the sair» number of elements, but need 
not the same structure; the copy is done element after element, the first 
dimension varying the faster. 

sub-array := expression 
assigns all the elements of the subarray to the simplified expression, 
which is returned. 

identifier := array-expression 
No copy is performed, "identifier" is directly assigned to the simplified 
arroy-expression. In particular, if "identifier" was already assigned to 
an array, its dimensions arQ rcde'ined, whatever they were before. 

All other forms ara invalid 
For instance, assigning A to a >;.5 ..nit matrix may be dona as follows. 
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DECLARE A ARRAY(5»5); 
A:=0; 
AO(l,l,5),a(l)):=l; 

».» ARRAY OPERATIONS. 

The functions with the attribute INTERNAL (see "The DECLARE command." on 
page 31)»and in particular almost all the usual functions described in 
"GENERALITIES" on page 5» can be used to perform operations between 
arrays. 
If this is a one-argument function» the result is en array with the same 
characteristics as the argument» and its elements are obtained by applying 
the function to each element of the argument. 
If there are two arguments which are both arrays» they must have the same 
array structure. The result is again an array with the same structure» and 
its elements are obtained by applying the function on the corresponding 
elements of the arguments. 
For instance» let A and B assign to two 5x5 arrays with elements a_i_j and 
b_i_j. The codes -A and A+B are respectively two 5x5 arrays with elements 
-a_i_j and a_i_j+b_i_j. Be careful: although A+B is the matriciel 
addition» A*B does not correspond to the matrix multiplication (see "ALGE
BRAS" on page 47); the result of A=B is not TRUE or FALSE» but an arr.y 
with elements set to TRUE or FALSE (or undecidable)» and thus cannot be 
directly used as a clause-condition of a IF statement. 
If there are two arguments with only one being an array, the operation is 
performed between the elements of the array argument and the other 
non-array argument. With the notations of the preceding example» the 
array-elements of 2*A are 2*a_i_j . Be again careful: A+l is not the 
matriciol sum of A and the unit matrix (see "The matrix algebra" on page 
49) 
If there are more than two arguments» the INTERNAL attribute implies that 
the function is associative and decompose it as a sequence of 2-argument 
functions; e.g. A+B+C is simplified as (A+B)+C. 
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5.0 INPUTVOUTPUT 

Before AMP is entered, any dataset must be associated with a "ddname" 
using a DD control card (in Batch environment) or a ALLOCATE (in TSO envi
ronment; however AMP prompts in TSO the user for any such forgotten com
mand). Before using the dataset in AMP, it is necessary to declare its 
ddname using a DECLARE command (see "The DECLARE command." on page 31). 
For instance» a file named "data" is declared as 

DECLARE DATA FILE ; 

S.l INPUT STATEMENTS 

The fundamental input dataset for AMP is named SYSIN. In batch» this is 
the name given to the input dataset by the system (ddname). In interactive 
mode» this is» by default» the console. It is nevertheless possible to 
read any other sequential dataset. 
The reading .3 achieved by use of the READ function. Several possibilités 
arise. 
• READ ( ddname [ » eof] ) 

reads one statement (up to and including a final semicolon) from the 
dataset narcd "ddname" and returns the simplified value of this state
ment as the result of the READ function. Another READ issued on the 
same dataset will proceed the following statement» and so on until an 
end-of-file is encountered. In this case» if "eof" is not coded» an 
error results. Otherwise» "eof"» which must be an identifier (as
signed or not) is simplified and returned as the result of the READ 
statement. The file is closed and therefore a new attempt to read on 
this dataset will resume the reading from its beginning. 

• READ ( ddname » SYSIN ) ; The result of this statement is nothing 
and thus cannot be used as a part of an expression. When encountered, 
the dataset "ddname" becomes the source for input statements until it 
is exhausted; then the execution resumes to the next statement in the 
old current input file. 
Some rules must be observed. It is possible to stack different data 
sets as indicated in Figure 9 on page 25. Nevertheless, the "cyclic" 
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— > 
(5YSIH) 

READ(X,SYSIN); — 
< 

(X) 
|-> 

READ(Y,SYSIH); — 
< — 

CY) 

Figure 9. Stacking several READ 

read is forbidden (i.e. you must not issue a READ(...>SYSIN) onto a 
dataset which has already been entered usiny such a statement and 
which has not been completely read until exhaustion). Figure 10 
illustrates this interdiction. 

(A) (B) 
READ(B,SYSIN); READCA, SYSIN); 

Figure 10. a forbidden cyclic READ 

READ(O) simulates an end-of-file. Note however that the dataset will 
not be closed and thus a subsequent READ onto this dataset will pro
ceed with the next statement and not resume to the first record of the 
file. A complicate example is displayed on Figure 11. 

(X) (Y) 
READ(Y); < ( statement; 
READ(Y,SYSIN); >-| READCZ,SYSIN); >-

I — < READCO); 
READ(Y,SYSIN); > — > 

< READ(Z,SYSIN);>-

(Z) 
— > 

—< -< 
Figure 11. example 

Me finally observe that any kind of records (fixed» variable or unde
fined length, blocked or not) is accepted as input. If the record 
length is $0» the file is considered as card images and the bytes 73 
to 80 ara ignored. They may be used for convenience e.g. identifica
tion. 
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5.2 OUTPUT STATEMENTS. 

There always exists a current output dataset on which output is currently 
sent. At the beginning of AMP execution, its name is SYSPRINT (defaultly 
associated to the console in interactive mode). The output may be dis
played under three possible forms. 
• standard form: sequential output stream, specially designed to be 

reread by AMP. 
• NAT (natural) form: bi-dimensional output, specially designed to be 

viewed by humans. This is the default form for SYSPRINT. Mathematical 
expressions ara rearranged: the multiplication sign * is omitted, 
exponents ara shifted upwards, ... 

• FORT (fortran) form: recorded output, specially designed to be used in 
a Fortran program. It is written from column 7 to 72 with the conven
tional continuation character in column 6. 

It is always possible to change the output form on the current output 
dataset (see "Options." on page 29, NAT and FORT). These options are auto
matically reset to the attributes of the current output file when it 
changes (see "The DECLARE command." on page 31,file attributes). 
In order to write on a given dataset known by the system under its ddname 
"ddn", it must be previously declared, with its defaulted output form. For 
instance, SYSPRINT is implicitely declared as 

«CLARE SYSPRINT FILE NAT ; 
The output is created through the use of the functions WRITE and LIST. Ue 
now give the different syntaxes. 

URITE ddn ; 
turns the current dataset to be the dataset with ddname "ddn". This 
statement returns nothing. 

URITE tlrbk.ddn,] item-1 [, ...] 
does not modify the current dataset. The representations of "item-1" , 
... ara succesively recorded on dataset with ddname "ddn" if "ddn" has 
been specified, otherwise on the current output dataset. "item-i" may be 
either an expression (then its simplified expression is written) or a 
string. The result of the URITE statement is the last simplified 
expression "item-i", or nothing if all "itcm-i" are strings. 
The LIST function return» nothing and writes only on the current output 
dataset. Its syntax is 

LIST item-1 [...] ; 
and "item-i" may be: 
• an identifier: the DECLARE statement (see "The DECLARE command." on 

page 31) for this identifier is displayed and indicates all its attri
butes. 

• 'IDSYTEM* : all known identifiers arm listed. 
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• 'IDUSER* all identifiers introduced by the user are listed as a 
DECLARE command. 

• •OPTIONS' the valid options are displayed under the form of an 
OPTIONS statement (see "Options." on page 29) 

• 'name-of-substitution' : The definition of the substitution is given 
under the form of a LET statement (see "SUBSTITUTIONS" on page 38). 

• 'RULES' ; idem» but for all known substitutions. 
• 'SYSTEM' : some indications on the status of AMP arQ given. 
• 'MODULES' lists the name of all available library modules (see 

"CHECKPOINT AND LIBRARIES" on page 44). 
AMP may write on any kind of sequential datasets (fixed» variable or 
undefined length» blocked or not). If the organization is not speci
fied for a new output dataset» it is defaulted to fixed length 80» 
blocked 3120 for standard or FORT forms» variable length 125» blocked 
1004 with an ASA control character for NAT form. If the record length 
is 80» the dataset is considered as cards and the columns 73 to 80 
remain blank for a possible identification. 

5.3 ALTERNATIVE REAPING AND HBITINC. 

It is possible to write and read alternatively on the same file. 
If a WRITE statement follows READ statements dealing with the same 
dataset» the last READ must not be of the form READC... ,SYSIN), unless 
the file has been totally exhausted» up to and including the end-of-file 
The WRITE statement causes a complete deletion of the file which is erased 
and rewritten from the beginning. However» the MOD option in the DD card 
(see IBM publications on Job Control Language) realizes an appendage to 
the dataset. 
If a READ statement follows WRITE statements dealing with the same 
dataset» the file must not be the current output dataset. The dataset is 
closed (with an end-of-file)» then rewound and reread from the beginning. 
These capabilities may be used for instance for storing temporarily large 
expressions out of the central memory. A commented example follows 
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DECLARE TEMPFILE FILE; needed declaration. 

computation of an expression Z. 

WRITE TEMPFILE,'2:=',Z,';'; 
DELETE Z; 

saving Z on the dataset. 
deleting Z and freeing the 
corresponding storage. 

• • • other calculations. 

READ(TÈMPFILE), restoring Z. 

Figure 12. saving and restoring by explicit I/O 

In this example, the dataset contains a readable display of Z. The check
point functions SAVE and LOAD described in Sect.X perform similar func
tions which are optimized, but which give a compacted, unreadable output. 
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6.0 SYSTEM CONTROL 

6.1 OPTIONS. 

Some fundamental choices during the execution of AMP ere done according to 
a list of options which M« display now. 
1. input options 

• 'INPUT' when on» wry record is echoed on the standard dataset 
SYSPRINT as soon as it is read. 

• 'IMSMPRD' (IMmediate SiMPlification when ReaD). May be set on 
when difficulties arise while reading vry large expressions 
which need excessive storage. This option avoids the simultaneous 
presence in the central memory of two copies of the expressions 
(one simplified» the other unsimplified). Its use must remain 
exceptional. Note that strange results may occur when functions 
flagged NOSIMPL or when the functions NOSIMPL or RESIMPL are used. 
Preferentially» cut your input. 

2. output options. 
• 'OUTPUT* The result of each statement in the fundamental cycle 

described in "GENERALITIES" on page 5 is printed on the current 
output dataset. This feature is suppressed when this option is 
turned off. 

• 'WCTL' (Write ConTroL). The same preceding feature is suppressed 
if the size of the result is greater than a given size when this 
option is on. This avoids the printing of intermediate results 
which may be unwanted when too large. If vou do want the result» 
either turn off the option or force printmg by entering " URITE 
ANSWER» ". The maximum size is entered to AMP in the initializa
tion (see "Invoking AMP" on page 53). 

• 'NAT' turns the form on the current output dataset to the natural 
form (see "Output statements." on page 26). 

• 'FORT' turns the form of the current output dataset to the FORTRAN 
form (see "Output statements." on page 26). These last two options 
ere mutually exclusive. If both are off» the output form is the 
standard form. When the current output file is changed» these 
options mrm automatically reset to the corresponding attributes 
of the new output file. 

• 'DECORD' The expressions mrm ordered in increasing powers of the 
variables» unless this option (DECreasing ORDer) is off 

3. simplification (see also "Fundamental algebraic expressions." on 
page 9) 
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'EXPAND' When off» products or powers of sums ara not expanded 

'CODEN' (COmmon DENominator) Uhen on» sums of rational fractions 
is achieved by setting them to the same denominator. 

'REDUCE' Uhen off» the reduction of rational fractions (which may 
consume time) is not attempted» and it remains just a normaliza
tion of the denominator. 

•NEGPOU* Negative powers are conserved when on. 

'FLOAT' Uhen on» rationals are converted to reals. 

•EXTPREC'(EXTended PRECision) Uhen off» numbers of extended pre
cision (more than 9 consecutive digits) are converted to reals. 

iscellaneous 

'SIZE* informations concerning the storage manager of AMP are 
displayed when on. 

'INTER' Uhen on» AMP works in interactive mode. For instance» 
errors do not lead to abnormal termination of AMP because the user 
is supposed to interact with AMP and to ccrrect in the next state
ment. 

interactive batch 
opt i on mode mode number 

•INPUT' off on 26 
'IMSMPRD' off off 12 
•OUTPUT» on on 25 
•UCTL' on off 15 
'NAT' on on 22 
•FORT' off off 19 
•DECORD* off off 16 
•EXPAND» on on 21 
'CODEN» on on 13 
•REDUCE' on on 23 
•NEGPOU' off off 17 
•FLOAT» off off 20 
•EXTPREC on on 18 
»SIZE' off off 27 
»INTER» on off 2* 

Figure 13. Defaulted options 

Tha function OPTIONS allows to turn on or off any option» using tha syntax 
OPTIONS ( {'option' ) £ , . . . ] ) ; 

CNOoption») 
Tha result of this function is an integer which is the code indicating 
tha status of all options before issuing the modifications. This code may 
be used to turn back the options to their primitive values» using 
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OPTIONS ( code ) ; 
This code is computed as follows. To each option is assigned a number 
indicated in the previous table. The code is the sum of two to the 
power this number, for all options set on. 

It is also possible to obtain the current code without modifying the actu
al options» entering 

OPTIONS(O); 
Finally, the function 

OPTIONS C 'TSToption' ) 
returns TRUE if "option" is set on, FALSE otherwis. 

6.2 THE DECLARE COMMAND. 

Up to now, we have encountered a lot of possible different attributes for 
an identifier. Ue give here the description of all these attributes. The 
syntax of the DECLARE statement, which creates identifiers with given 
attributes» exhibits all the possible attributes. 
DECLARE ( id > 

{ (idl ... ) } 
[(FUNCTION) [PREFIX J 
[(COMMAND } [INFIX [BINARY]] 
[{ALGEBRA > [SPECIAL 1 
[ 
[ FILE [{FORT}] 
[ [{NAT } ] 
[ 
[ ARRAY [([low_l: Jhigh_l [, 
[ 
[ DELIM 

[ORDER ( n )] [, .. 

[NOSIMPL ] [OPERATOR]] 
[INTERNAL] ] 

] 
] 
) 
] 
1 

..])] [OPERATOR] ] 
] 
1 

This statement returns nothing. It is immediately executable (for 
instance, it is executed once for all în a function definition or in a 
block, and not at each execution). If the identifiers id_l , ... already 
existed before the execution of this statement, they are first deleted (in 
the sensa given in the next subsection) before being created again with 
the wanted attributes. Therefore the user must declare (if needed) its 
identifiers before using them. 
FUNCTION is the attribute common to all functions. This attribute is 
implied by COf'MAND and ALGEBRA. The group of attributes PREFIX, INFIX, 
BINARY and SPECIAL are related to the external form under which the func
tion must be entered as input or will bo displayed on output; the first 
three ones have been des cribed in Sect. II.4. SPECIAL specifies that the 
parentheses surrounding the list of arguments should be omitted (e.g. 
WRITE has the SPECIAL attribute). 
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COMMAND» which is implied by ALGEBRA» indicates that special syntaxes may 
be used. In this case» the user may provide a writer and a reader 
function» as explained in "ALGEBRAS" on page 47. For instance» IF is a 
command for which both a writer and a reader have been provided. ** is 
also a command» with only a writer which executes the exponent raising 
when writing under natural form. If a special syntax is created» some 
keywords (as THEN» ELSE and OTHERUIS in the case of IF) ara used for punc
tuation» they must be declared with the attribute DELIM. 
The group NOSIMPL» INTERNAL defines how the simplifier is used. 
Generally» th' arguments ara simplified and their list is sent to the 
simplifier. If NOSIMPL is coded» this simplification of arguments does not 
occur. INTERNAL allows array operations as described in "ARRAYS" on page 
20.These two attributes ara exclusive. 
ALGEBRA is relative to the definition of algebras and its use is described 
in "ALGEBRAS" on page 47 
Finally» OPERATOR (which is also valid for the ARRAY attribute) means that 
the result of the function (or the array-element) is itself a function or 
an array; therefore two consecutive lists of arguments are syntactically 
allowed. This is the case of the " operator which derives a given function 
(see "DERIVATION" on page 43): (L0G"1)(X) has two lists of arguments, the 
first one (1) indicates that the function LOG has to be operated by " with 
the argument 1» The second one (X) is the list on which acts the resulting 
function. 
The attributes FILE» FORT» NAT ara relative to datasets and have been 
described in "INPUT/OUTPUT" on page 24. The attribute ARRAY is studied in 
"ARRAYS" on page 20. 
Finally, the ORDER attribute allows a classification of the identifiers in 
some predefinite order» as explained in "GENERALITIES" on page 5. In the 
case of infix and prefix functions, this number is also the precedence. 
In fact» there ara two more attributes which are not accessible to the 
user. AMP knows whether the identifier has been created by the user» of if 
it belongs to a loaded module (this attribute is used by the LIST command 
which distinguishes 'IDSYSTEM' and 'IDUSER»), AMP knows also if the iden
tifier is local. 

6.3 THE DELETE COMMAND. 

In order to save storage and to suppress all unwanted identifiers» the 
user may delete unused identifiers and substitution rules. The syntax of 
the corresponding command is 

DELETE (id > t ] ; 
{'rule* ) 
{ number_of_rule) 
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Note the absence of commas. It is of course dangerous to code commas 
since the system function comma (») is useful. However, loaded identifiers 
cannot be deleted (for avoiding such situations). 
Unused variables Bra automatically deleted. 

In order to avoid a user's mistake which may completely destroy the 
AMP system, the deletion is effective only if the object is not 
referred or used somewhere. If this is not the case, the destruction 
is delayed until all references disappear. 
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7.0 ANALYSIS OF EXPRESSIONS 

7.1 THE FUNCTIONS TYPE. DIN AND SUBEX 

In order to understand the analysis of expressions* it is necessary to 
describe» at least briefly» how a Mathematical expression is represented 
in AMP internal structure. (The complete description is given in a comple
mentary publication "AMP internal structures"). A mathematical expression 
is first a sum of "rational fractions'*. A "rational fraction" is the ratio 
of two "polynomials" or numbers. These "polynomials" only use integer 
exponents (may be negative if NEGPOU option is on); their variables aru 
either identifiers or functions which are ordered (see "Fundamental alge
braic expressions." on page 9); one selects the last variable and the 
polynomial is decomposed in a sum of "monomials" which factorises into a 
product of this variable with its highest exponent and of another 
"polynomial". Now, the monomial is decomposed as the product of a "power" 
by again a polynomial» the "power" being a variable exponentiated to some 
integer. This is the synopsis of the decomposition of any mathemati«al 
expression in AMP. 
For instance» we decompose the expression (Yx*2+XXY**2+3)/(Y-l) (rational 
fraction) as the ratio of two polynomials. In the numerator» the last var
iable is Y and it can be rewritten as YK*2*(1+X)+3, that is as the sum of 
the monomial Y*X2*(X*1) and of the polynomial 3 (reduced here to a 
number). This monomial is the product of the polynomial (X+l) by the power 
Y**2. 
The function TYPE(expression) simplifies "expression" and returns a code 
indicating its type according to the displayed table. The function DIM 
gives complementary numerical informations on this expression. It is pos
sible for instance to extract the dimensions of an array. 
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axprassion TYPECexpr.) DMCexpr.) 
nothing • — I l l 
string 1 nb of characters 
array 2 nb of diMansions [2] 
sua of rational fractions 3 nb of tanas in tha sum 
rational fraction * —111 
polynomial 5 nb of monomials in tha sun 
aonenial » —111 
pouer 7 —111 
function 8 nb ef arguaient* 
array-alaaant t nb ef diMansions of tha array 
oparator IS nb af arguaient s (2nd list) 
idantifiar 11 —111 
real nuabar 12 —111 
rational nuabar 13 DIM nun. )*DIMdenon. ) 
intagar nuabar 14 entire part of nunber/lt*M 
I D must not be used 
121 DM(array»iI»jl> raturns tha lower <j=B> or upper Cj=l ar 
omitted) bound of the ith diMansion of tha mrrmy. 

Figure 1*. TYPE and D M functions 

Tha curious definition of Din for a rational or mn intagar is related to 
the extended precision feature of AMP which uses internally a basis 
1000000000; hence Din returns 0 if no extended precision number is used in 
the integer or the rational. 
Finally» always according to tha TYPE of its first argument» tha function 
SUBEX realizes the detailed analysis of tha expression. 
• SUBEX(string»i»j) is the string Made with j characters starting from 

tha ith character of tha original string. 
• SUBEX(array,...) is described in "ARRAYS" on page 21 
• SUBEX(sum_of_rational_fractions,i) returns tha ith term af the sun. 
• SUBEX(rattonal_frection,i) , 
• SUBEX(rational_number»i) return the numerator for i*l, the denomina

tor for i=2. 
• SUBEX(polynomial^) returns tha ith monomial of tha sun. 
• SUBEX(monomial,i) raturns for i=l the power» for i=2 the polynomial 

factor of the monomial. 
• 5UBEX(power,i) returns for i=l the varlabia» for i-2 its exponent. 
• SUBEXCfunction,!) , 
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• SUBEX(array-element,i) » 
• SUBEX(operator,i) return for i=0 the functional term (function name» 

array or functional)» for i>0 the ith argument. 
• SUBEXCidentifier) is the string made with the non blank characters of 

the name of the identifier. 
All other forms are invalid and lead to unpredictable results. 

7.2 THE FUNCTIOM BUILD 

The function 
BUILD ( type , .. . > 

realizes ,the construction of expressions of a given type. The user is 
responsible of the correctness of the arguments which are not tested. 
• BUILD(O) return nothing. 
• BUILD(l,string_l»...) concatenates the strings and returns the 

obtained string. 
• BUILD(2 »... ) has been described in "ARRAYS" on page 20 
• BUILD(3,frac_l,...) adds the rational fractions frac_l,... No reor

dering or s unification will occur. 
• BUILD(4,num,denom) returns the rational fraction which is the ratio 

of the polynomials "num" and "denom". Again no simplification or 
reduction occur (Use the function / if you want it!...). 

• BUILD(5,mon 1»... adds the monomials mon_l,... and returns the 
obtained polynomial (unsimplified and not reordered). 

• BUILDC6,power,polynomial) » 
• BUILD(7,variable,exponent) , 
• BUILD(8,function,arg_l,...) , 
• BUILD(9,array,arg_l,...) , 
• BUILDdO,operator,arg_l»... ) similarly construct expressions of type 

6 to 10. It is possible to replaça the argument 2 to the last by an 
array containing them (e.g. BUILDC8,array) ); this allows the con
struction of -functions with variable number of argcr.entv. 

• BUILDdl, (strtr. ) t , . . . ] ) 
( ident i f i er ) 
{positive._integer) 
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creates a new identifier» the name of which is obtained by concat
enation of the characters representing the successive arguments. This 
function is vary useful in some cases. 

i 

I 
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8.0 SUBSTITUTIONS 

8.1 GENERALITIES 

The substitution capability is certainly one of the most important fea
tures in symbolic calculations. The LET command of AMP deals with all pos
sible substitutions. This section is devoted to its description» its 
capabilities and restrictions. Ue give a lot of remarks which are useful 
to save computer time and to avoid errors. 
Ue distinguish in general four steps where a substitution is entered. 
1. a memorization step. This step may be omitted» but is useful when a 

substitution has to be used frequently. When you enter the first time 
a definition for a substitution» you may assign a name for it; then» 
each time you have to use this substitution» it is sufficient to enter 
only its name rather than its definition (which may be rather long). 

2. an activation step. At this stage» the definition is analyzed and the 
system is ready for performing the substitution. 

3. The substitution step. For each activated substitution» AMP performs 
a scanning procedure after any simplification: the expressions ara 
systematically scanned for occurence of items to be substituted. The 
substitutions are always applied one after the other» the last one 
being the most recently activated. 

In order to optimize the speed» some types of substitutions ara 
recognized at the activation level and corresponding substi
tutions are made during the simplification and not after it; 
therefore» the scanning step is omitted. This is called immédiates 
substitution» and this is valid only for types described in detail 
in next subsections. 

4. the desactivation step cancels the effects of activation. 
The syntax of the command is: 
LET {[RULE name] definition) (IN expression [SET logic) 

(name_l [,...] ) (ACTIVE ) 
(INACTIVE } 

with 
definition :: [MATCH] [ONCE! 

CF0RALL(id_l [,...])] [WHEN ( cond )1 
kernel_l :~ sub_l C » ... 1 

The RULE parameter allows the memorization step already described, "name" 
may be any identifier or a non-negative integer. 

The use of an identifier is very practical for mnemonic purposes. Nev
ertheless the use of numbers is more efficient. 
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After naming, any subsequent use of the named rule» or of a list of named 
rules, is achieved by naming these rules, as indicated in the second line 
of the braces in the preceding display. The memorization can be cancelled 
by using the DELETE command (see "The DELETE command." on page 32) or by 
introducing a new rule with the same name. 
A substitution may be 
• applied just to a given expression. Use the IN option: the substi

tution is activated, then "expression" is simplified, then the sub
stitution is desactivated; If SET is coded, the identifier "logic" is 
assigned to TRUE if the substitution has been made at least once, and 
to FALSE otherwise. The simplified and substituted "expression" is 
returned as the result of the LET expression. 

• only activated. Use the ACTIVE keyword (which is the default when nei
ther IN, ACTIVE or INACTIVE is coded). Now, the substitution will be 
performed in any subsequent expression. 

• desactivated. Use the INACTIVE keyword. 
While the rule is activated, "kernel" is simplified and must appear as a 
product of identifiers or functions raised to integer powers. 

Non integer powers are of course allowed, but are considered as the 
function **, with its two arguments, raised to the power 1. For 
instance, one may code " LET 2*x<-l/2):=SQ2 ; ". 

No sum is allowed, and hence 
LET FORALL(X) SINCX)**2+C0S<X)**2:=1 ; is invalid, although 
LET FORALL(X) SIN<X)XX2:=l-C0S(X)xx2; is authorized. 

The substitution will be performed in all products with powers greater 
than or equal to the ones indicated in the definition. If MATCH is coded, 
the exponents must be exactly equal and must not be greater, e.g. 

LET XXX2XY:=Z IN XXY+3xxxx2«Y+XXX*xYXX3; 
leads to XxY+3xZ*ZXX2XY, but 

LET MATCH Xxx2»Y:=Z IN XXY+3XXXX2XY+XXX4XYXX3; 
gives XxY+3*Z+Xxx4*Yx*3 • 

The keyword MATCH is not compatible with the immediate substitutions; 
indeed, the substitution must be searched only when the simplifi
cation is totally achieved and therefore a scanning is needed. 

The substituted expression may introduce new terms which need again the 
substitution. This is automatically done. However this feature is 
unwanted in some cases and the keyword ONCE has to be coded. For instance, 
replacing X by X+l in a given expression is done by LET ONCE X:=X+1 IN 
... .The reader imagines easily what happens if ONCE is omitted. 

The keyword ONCE prevents the substitution to be an immediate one. 
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* FORALL introduces a set of local variables which may be used to describe 
arguments of functions. The allowed forms for any argument arc restricted 
to 
• either any expression which does not contain a local variable, 
• or one of the following forms involving only local variables: 

id -id idl+id2 idl*id2 idl«*id2 idl/i12 
Any other form is invalid. Some examples illustrate these forms. 

LET L0G(E):=1 , L0G(1>:=0 ; 
LET F0RALL(X,Y) LOG(XXY):=L0G(X)+L0G(Y); 
LET F0RALL(X,Y> COS(X+Y):=C0S(X)*COS(Y)-SIN(X)*SIN(Y); 
LET FORALL(X) COS(-X):=C0S(X); 
Note that LET FORALL(id_l,...) func(id_l,...):=... is equivalent to 
define "funcn by using the FUNCTION command described in "Defining the 
simplifier of a function." on page 1ft. It is nevertheless better to 
use the FUNCTION command as long as this is possible. 

Finally, WHEN introduces a condition; the substitution will take place 
only if this condition evaluates to TRUE. This may be another way (al
though less efficient) for activating or deactivating a rule by introduc
ing a logical identifier which is set either to TRUE or FALSE and which is 
tested using the WHEN option. Giving another example, it is possible to 
define a function GAMMA(X) which evaluates to factorial X-1 only when X is 
an integer and which remains unchanged otherwise, using 

LET FORALL(X) WHEN(TYPE(X)=14) GAMMA(X):=!(X-1); 
The following subsections give some examples and list the five types of 
substitution which are immediate, and thus which are optimized (do not 
forget that non immédiats substitutions need a scanning which may take 
time). 

8.2 SUBSTITUTING AN IDENTIFIER 

The first example of a substitution is 
LET kernel:=expression .... where kernel simplifies to an identifi

er. This substitution is optimized in AMP (provided this is coded exactly 
as shown, without FORALL, WHEN, ONCE or MATCH keywords ) and is an immedi
ate substitution (taking place at the simplification level and not after 
scanning). 
At the activation step, AMP assigns the identifier to the simplified "ex
pression". At the deactivation step, the identifier is restored to the 
variable status. 
e.g., calculating an expression E depending on the variable X when X is 
set to 3 is achieved by 

LET X:=J IN E; 
and this is equivalent to the sequence 
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X==3; RESIMPL(E); X:=BUILD(0); 

8.3 SUBSTITUTING AN INTEGER POWER OF AN IDENTIFIER 

If "kernel" simplifies to "idxxn", "id" being an identifier and "n" an 
integer, without MATCH, ONCE, FORALL, UHEN keywords, the substitution is 
immediate and optimized. If, in the expression to be substituted, "id" 
appears with some exponent "e" (greater than or equal to "n"), "e" is 
divided by "n" (i.e. e=n.q*r with 0<=r<n) and "idxxn" is replaced by 
"idxxrxsubxxq" . 
For instance, complex numbers are introduced using 

LET IXX2:=-1 ACTIVE; 
and expansions around X=0 at order 10 may be treated using 

LET X**11:=0 ACTIVE; 
(Note however that the algebra EXPAN described in "Expansion around a 
point" on page 50is more efficient for that purpose). 

8.» SPECIFYING FUNCTION SIMPLIFICATION RULES 

Some specific simplification rules for a function can be indicated when 
"kernel" simplifies to a single function (without exponent or multipli
cative term). FORALL and UHEN keywords are allowed, but both ONCE and 
MATCH must be omitted: under these conditions, «-he substitution is immedi
ate and optimized. Some examples are displayed. 

LET LOG(1):=0 , L0G(E):=1 ACTIVE ; (This rule is active in standard 
AMP system). 

LET F0RALL(X,Y) LOG(XXY):=L0G(X)*LOG(Y) ; 
LET FORALL(X) UHEN(X<0) LOG(X):=L0G(-X)+I*PI ; (Do not confuse with 

L0G(-X):=... which is applied if X is an expression with negative dominant 
coefficient, although this rule is applied if X is a negative number, i.e. 
the only case for which the condition is TRUE). 

8.5 SPECIFYING MULTIPLICATION RULES 

If the definition is of the form: 
FORALLCxl ,... , yl ,... ) f(xl ,... )*g(yl ,...) :=... 

the substitution is immediate and optimized under the conditions: 
• "f" and "g" are the same function, 

or 
• "f" and "g" have equal non zero orders (see "The DECLARE command." on 

page 31) such that they always appear in sequence in the monomials. 
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This is the case for the following rule 
LET FORALL(X,Y,Z) X**Y x X**Z := X*«(Y+Z) ; which is active in the 

standard AMP system. 

8.6 SPECIFYING DERIVATION RULES 

A rule of the form 
LET F0RALL(xl ,... ) (f"nl "n2 ... )(xl ,... >:=... 

defines the corresponding partial derivative of the function "f" (see 
"DERIVATION" on page 43 which describes the operator " ). The correspond
ing substitution is immediate and optimized. 
For instance» AMP contains in its standard version: 

LET FORALL(X) (L0G"1)(X):=1/X ACTIVE; 
LET F0*ALL(X,Y) (x*nl"0>(X,Y>:=Y*Xx*(Y-l) » 

(ax"0"l)(X,Y):=LOG(X)xX**Y ACTIVE ; 
(Note in this last example the possibility to use prefix functions). 
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9.0 DERIVATION 

This very short section deals with the derivation feature of AMP. AMP 
knows the current derivation rules» and 

DERIV(expression> var_l , n_l [ , var_2 , n_2 » . . . ] ) 
returns the derivative of "expression" "n_l" tines with respect to 
"var_l" ,... . The last "n_i" nay be omitted if its value is 1. The 
"var_i"*s must be variables. 
The operator " represents the derivative of a function. If "func" is a 
function with exactly k arguments, 

func"n_l"n_2"..."n_k 
is also a function representing the partial derivative of "func", "n_l" 
times with respect to its first argument, n_2 times with respect to its 
second argument, ... 
For instance, <L0G"l)(Y*x2) is the first derivative of LOG evaluated for 
the argument Y«X2 (i.e. evaluates to 1/Y**2), while DERIV(L0G(YK*2),Y) 
takes the derivative of L0G(Y*x2) Hith respect to Y (i.e. evaluates to 
2/Y). 
See "Specifying derivation rules" on page 42 which indicates how to speci
fy derivation rules and which contains complementary examples on the oper
ator ". 
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10.0 CHECKPOINT AND LIBRARIES 

10.1 SAVING AND RESTORING A SESSION 

An important problem when manipulating symbolic data is the problem of 
saving and restoring a session. Very often indeed» a delay of reflexion 
for the user is needed in view of intermediate results» for a time which 
may be sufficiently long to enforce • disconnection with the computer. On 
reopening the session» the user must therefore reenter his intermediate 
results» and this may be a long» tedious and even costful work. 
A first solution was suggested in "INPUT/OUTPUT" on page 24 Before leaving 
the computer» you write onto a dataset all your assigned identifiers» and 
the dataset will be reentered as input in the next session. However» this 
is not completely satisfactory because these operations need first a con
version ttranslation from the internal format to the external represen
tation of expressions)» then a simplification (when reentering). 
Moreover» the user may forget to save some important expressions; finally 
this saving procedure may be long and tedious. 
A function has been created to solve this problem. 

SAVEC file ) ; 
produces an output describing the present status of AMP: external module 
actually in storage» list and values of all user identifiers as well as 
active or inactive substitutions. This output is written on the AMP file 
"file" as successive records of length 72» all beginning (for identifica
tion) by the characters AfîP, and the last one ending by the characters 
END. Other characters art not readable. 
A partial save may be obtained using 

SAVE( file » id_l »... ) ; 
and only the identifiers "id.!" » ... (and of course all they referred 
to) ere saved. 
Due to internal problems» the identifier "file" cannot be saved» and 
therefore is never saved (even if specified). 
The inverse operation is performed using 

LOAD ( file ) ; 
In order to avoid problems» the user must keep in mind the following 
rules. 
If a user identifier is present both in the saved dataset and in the 
active session when the LOAD function is entered» it is deleted in the 
active session and replaced by tha identifier (with all its character
istics) read on the dataset. 
File identifiers art restored with the status corresponding to closed 
datasets. Be therefore very careful due to these two rules with your 
files. 
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10.2 LIBRARIES 

A lot of functions and associated simplification rules are of general 
interest or may be used very often for private purposes by users. It is 
useful to optimize the saving procedures in these cases. AMP uses a 
library of modules (either public or private) and the loading procedure is 
completely automatic. 
If you use a function which does not belong to the actually loaded AMP 
system, AMP searches the library for a similarly named module and brings 
it in the central memory (if not found, an error message 006U is 
displayed, see "Errors'* on page 59). AMP loads or scratches this module 
completely automatically and the user has really nothing to do. It may 
however enforce the presence of a particular module, using the command 
L0AD('module'); . It may know the list of all available modules using the 
command LIST 'MODULES' ; . The standard version of AMP contains some mod
ules of general interest listed in the next subsection. 
In counterpart of this facility, the preparation of a module is not com
pletely straightforward and need three steps. 
1. an output in internal form of the functions wanted in the module is 

produced on a dataset using the SAVE function. 
2. the AMP compiler converts this output into an IBM deck 
3. the resulting object module is added to the library by the linkage 

editor program. These last two steps arQ described in more details in 
the publication "AMP compiler". 

Another possibility (more difficult, but certainly the most efficient) is 
to write the module directly in assembler language, using the conventions 
described in the publication "AMP internal structures'*. 

10.3 STANDARD FUNCTIONS OF AMP 

• The modules EXPAN, POLY and MAT are described in the next section. 
• The prefix function ! returns the factorial of its argument. !5 eval

uates to 120. (be careful if you use a non IBM machine with ASCII 
code: the IBM code may differ of the american standard, and the spe
cial character ! may be represented by another graphism ; we ara 
unfortunately unable to overcome this difficulty, due to difference 
of standards). 

• M0D( p , q ) returns the remainder of the (arithmetic) division of "p" 
by "q", i.e. the number "r" such that p = k q + r, with "k" integer 
and 0 < r < |q| 
AB5( p ) returns the arithmetic absolute value |p| of "p". 
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• FLOOR( p ) returns the greatest integer less or equal to "p". 
• RENAME oldname newname; is a command changing the name of an iden

tifier. 
• ERROR( action , number I, message!) signals an error identified 

with the appropriate message and takes the appropriate action. The 
message may be a standard one (see the list of "Errors" on page 59) if 
the third argument is omitted (number therefore indicates which mes
sage is desired red), or a private message, with a private identifica
tion number (the second argument), "action" may be (see also appendix 
D) equal to 5 (informative), 1 (warning), 2 icror) or 8 (terminal 
error). 

• C0EFF(expression,kernel) returns the coefficient of "kernel" (a 
product of powers of identifiers or functions, without numerical fac
tor) in "expression". 

• DEGREE(expression, var [, n 3) returns the highest (n=l) or the lowest 
(n=0) integer degree of "var" in "expression", n = 1 is the default. 

• GCD(expressionl , expression2 ) returns the Greatest Common Divisor 
of "expressionl" and "expression2" (polynomial sense: expressions 
must not be rational fraction). 

• REDUCE( varl [, var2, ...]) indicates that the identifiers (or func
tions) "varl", ... must be used first to attempt rational fraction 
reduction (using polynomial division with respect to the variable 
"varl",...). This imposed choice may save time and storage (see "Fun
damental algebraic expressions." on page 9). REDUCE(O) suppresses 
this constraint. Defaultly, the variables are chosen with the crite
rion of the lowest degree, the first. REDUCE(l) sets the criterion to 
the highest degree, the first and REDUCE(-l) resets to the default 
criterion. 

• ECHO(file) 
copies on the file "file" all the introduced commands. This may be 

used to restart a session. To stop this facility, enter ECHO(O). 
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11.0 ALGEBRAS 

11.1 DEFINING AN ALGEBRA 

Under the general denomination "algebra"» AhP considers sets of objects 
for which the following operations are to be defined: 
• a commutative internal operation denoted + and called addition. 
• an internal involution denoted - and called opposite. 
• an external operation between the elements of the algebra and math

ematical expressions» denoted again + (Therefore * denotes three 
types of operation: between expressions» between elements of algebra» 
and mixed) 

• an internal operation denoted *, may be non commutative. 
• an external operation between mathematical expressions and elements 

of algebra» again denoted * (commutative) 
• Optionally an inversion operation» denoted 1/ (For convenience» a/b 

is admitted and represents a* 1/b ) 
Some examples are described in the following subsections: matrix algebra» 
polynomial algebra and expansion around a point. 
Entering an element of algebra is achieved by entering the name of the 
algebra» which acts as a function» followed by a list of arguments» which 
defines the element. This presentation as a function may be unwanted» and 
it is possible to define a reader or a writer for the algebra. 
Me shall now describe the different steps to define an algebra» with an 
illustration on a precise example. Suppose we want to introduce the alge
bra VEC of 3-dimensional vectors (with addition» vectorial product and 
scalar product). Each vector is supposed to be defined by its three coor
dinates. The first thing to do is to declare the algebra (see "The DECLARE 
command." on page 31) 

DECLARE VEC ALGEBRA ; 
We now have to define the different needed operations. This is done using 
an extension of the FUNCTION command syntax (see "Defining the simplifier 
of a function." on page 18) 

FUNCTION algebra ( list_of.arguments ) n ; definition » 
which differs only by the number "n" added according to the table 

n=7 simplifier (default: n may be omitted» see "Defining the 
simplifier of a function." on page IB) 
n=B reader 
n=9 writer 
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n=10 expression • element of algebra 
n=ll element of algebra + element of algebra 
n=12 expression * element of algebra 
n=13 element of algebra * element of algebra 
n=14 1/element of algebra 
n=15 -element of algebra 

Our particular example need not a simplifier. Any algebra is» in partic
ular, a function and, according to AMP conventions ("The DECLARE command." 
on page 31) its arguments are simplified because NOSIMFL has not been 
coded in the declaration; as no other operation of simplification is 
wanted in our example, we omit to define a simplifier for VEC. If you do 
want a simplifier for an algebra, you operate exactly as indicated in "De
fining the simplifier of a function." on page 18. 
Readers and writers are described in "Defining a reader or writer for com
mands or algebras" on page 51 for commands (and algebras which have auto
matically, the status of commands). We omit a reader and writer in our 
example; therefore a particular vector with coordinates xl,x2,x3 will be 
entered or printed under the form 

VEC ( xl , x2 , x3 ) (standard function form). 
For other functions, the list of arguments is obtained by appending 
expressions or lists of arguments of the algebra, in order of appearance, 
and the function must return the corresponding result. In our example, 
the addition between expressions and elements of algebra (n=10) has no 
meaning. We may omit it. If we try to add an expression to a vector, AMP 
will go to error (CRASH). It is possible to define nevertheless such an 
addition, with a call to the error monitor program of AMP which will dis
play an appropriate error message, e.g. 

FUNCTION VEC(E,X1,X2,X3) 10; 
ERR0R(2,1,'IMPOSSIBLE TO ADD A SCALAR TO A VECTOR*); 

More interesting is the internal addition. VEC(xl,x2,x3)+VEC(yl,y2,y3) 
must be equal to VEC(xl+yl,x2+y2,x3*y3), and thus we define 

FUNCTION VEC(X1,X2,X3,Y1,Y2,Y3) 1.'.; 
VEC(X1+Y1,X2+Y2,X3*Y3); 

Note that the arguments are not the two terms of the sum, but the argu
ments of these two terms. 
Similarly for the opposite 

FUNCTION VEC(X1,X2,X3) 15; 
VEC(-X1,-X2,-X3); 

for the vectorial product 
FUNCTION VEC(X1,X2,X3,Y1,Y2,Y3) 13; 

VEC(X2KY3-X3*Y2,X3*Y1-X1*Y3,X1*Y2-X2*Y1); 
(note that this product is not commutative), and for the multiplication 
by a scalar 

FUNCTION VEC(E,X1,X2,X3) 12; 
VEC(EKX1,E*X2,E*X3); 

The scalar product is not in this algebra. If we want to denote by a point 
(.) this operation, we ara led to introduce 
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DECLARE . FUNCTION INFIX ORDERU7); 
FUNCTION . (VI,V2); 

BEGIN I; FOR I:=l TO 3 SUM SUBEX(V1,I)»SUBEX(V2,I);END; 
Note here the use of BEGIN in order to have I as • local variable. Note 
also thot the irguments are the two elements of the algebra and not their 
arguments which are bursted only when "n" ranges from II to 15 

11.2 THE POLYNOMIAL ALGEBRA. 

When you use intensively polynomials in one variable, it is more efficient 
to use the polynomial algebra POLY. This algebra has no reader, but has a 
writer such that, in natural mode (NAT), its elements are displayed as the 
equivalent mathematical expression. Once simplified, the first argument 
is a one-dimensional array containing the coefficients and the second and 
last argument is the variable. Negative values of exponents are allowed 
as an extension. 
For instance, the polynomial P in X: k*X**2*X***t, considered as an element 
of the algebra. is such that: TYPE(P)->8 (functional type). 
SUBEX(P.0)->POLY (identification); its first argument is an array and its 
unique dimension varies from 2 to 4. with elements A. t and 1; the second 
argument is X. 
The simplifier of POLY admits the following forms: 

POLY(expression.-var) considers "expression" as a polynomial in 
"var" (which may be an identifier or a function) and returns the corre
sponding element of the algebra POLY. 

P0LY( (expression) . var . value ) 
{array ) 

replaces "vor" by "value" in the polynomial and returns the corresponding 
mathematical expression (not an element of the algebra).Therefore and in 
particular, POLY(expression.var) converts an expression to a polynomial, 
whereas P0LY(polynomial,var,var) performs the inverse operation. 
Any combination of + - * * * / involving expressions and at least one 
polynomial returns a polynomial. There is nevertheless a restriction : the 
result must be a polynomial, and for instance 2**polynotnial or 
1/polynomial arm invalid operations in the POLY algebra. 
Finally, TC0EFF(expression,var) returns the array containing the coef
ficients of "expression" considered as a polynomial in "var". This is 
equivalent to SUBEX(POLY(expression,var)). 

11.3 THE HATRIX ALSFBRA 

AMP contains the MAT algebra which deals with matrices. The function HAT 
has only one argument which is an array containing the elements of the 
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matrix. This array may have any number of dimensions. 
Entering a matrix when you know its coefficients can be done using the 
BUILD function with first argument 2 (see "ARRAYS" on page 20). For 
instance,the most general 2x2 matrix 

I all al2 I 
f a21 a22 f 

is entered as 
MAT(BUILD(2,(2,2),all,a21,©12,a22)); 

For convenience» the use of BUILD can be omitted and this notation may be 
abbreviated as 

MAT((2,2),all,a21,al2,a22); 
Multiplying two matrices with coefficients a(i_l,...,i_k) and 
b(j_l,...,j_m) gives a matrix with k+m-2 dimensions and with coefficients 
sum over n of a(i_l,..., i_k-l,n)Xb(n, j_2>. .. , j_m) . Of course» the last 
dimension of the first matrix and the first dimension of the second matrix 
must match. 
Multiplying a matrix by a scalar multiplies all the coefficients of the 
matrix by this scalar. 
Adding two matrices adds corresponding elements. The two matrices must 
have the same structure. 
Adding e scalar to a matrix adds this scalar to the diagonal elements. 
The matrix must be two-dimensional and square. 
Inversion of matrix ( 1/matrix ) is only possible for square matrices. AMP 
uses manipulation on rows. Keep in mind that matrix inversion in symbolic 
computations may take a lot of time and may be hazardeous (the time is 
proportional to the cube of the size; note that there is a lot of divi
sions, which may take time in symbolic calculations. Be careful as soon as 
the size exceeds 5 or 6). 
DET(matrix) returns the determinant of a square matrix. The same remarks 
concerning the time as in the matrix inversion is valid. 
•'^NSP(matrix) transposes a two-dimensional (non necessarily square) 
n.atrix. 
TRACE(matrix) returns the sum of diagonal elements of a square matrix. 

11.» EXPANSIPtl AROUlftl A POINT 

The algebra EXPAH deals with expressions around a value. \ u'< "expression" 
be a mathematical expression depending on some variabi' , -inrl let "vor" 
measure the distance bati.-cnr, this variable and sorir ;.<i /en value. 
Therefore, "expression" crm \<t> ro':-itten in terms of "var ' ,:•>,.i 

EXPAN( expression , •;;.:* , crder ) 
returns the behaviour of "egression" around "var"=0 at or-Jt: "order". 
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2 3 3 
e.g., EXPANC1/C1+X),X,3) returns 1 - X + X - X + OCX ). 
The value given in "order" is only indicative, because the length of the 
expansion may be modified during calculation, each time the most 
significative coefficient vanishes, e.g., 

2 2 
EXPANC(ExxX-l)/X,X,3> -> 1 + 1/2 X + 1/6 X + OCX ). 

Negative exponents ara allowed: 
-2 -1 

EXPANC1/CXXX2-X**3),X.3> ->X + X + 1 + X • OCX). 
Once simplified, an element of EXPAN algebra has two arguments. The first 
one is a one dimensional array containing the coefficients and the second 
one is the variable. Therefore, the syntax 

EXPANC array , var ) 
is valid. It is possible also to enter as the first argument an element of 
the EXPAN algebra. 

EXPANC {element_of_algebra> , var , order) 
{ array } 

shortens the expansion to the value indicated in "order". 
Finally, 

EXPANC(array } , var , expansion ) 
{expression) 
(expansion ) 

replaces "var" by "expansion" (which must be an element of EXPAN algebra, 
the most significative coefficient of which must have a non-zero, positive 
exponent). This operation performs the "function of function" feature, 
e.g., the expansion at order 8 of L0GC1+L0GC1+X)) may be performed either 
directly: 

EXPANC L0GC1U0GC1*X)),X,8); 
or indirectly: 

EXPANC L0GC1+Y) , Y , EXPANCL0GC1+X),X,8) ) 

11.5 DEFINING A REAPER OR URITER FOR COMMANDS OR ALGEBRAS 

Readers and writers for commands and algebras are introduced by the com
mand function followed by the number 8 or 9. 
A reader has one argument which is the code indicating the terminator 
Cright parenthesis, semicolon or delimiter) which must follow the command 
and which must be read by the reader of the command Csee further the 
description of this code which may be used in the last READ statement of 
the reader). The reader is entered just after the name of the command has 
been read; it must read on the current input file the arguments of the 
command according to its syntax, and return the unsimplified resulting 
expression. 
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As a help for writing readers» the READ function has the following syntac
tic extension: 

READC code » response 3» delim_l » . . . [ ) 

If "code" is 8» only one language element is read on the current input 
file and returned, "response" is an identifier assigned» when "code" is 8, 
to 4 (resp. 8 » 12) if a left parenthesis (resp. right parenthesis » semi
colon) has been read (the function READ returns nothing in this case); it 
is assigned to 16 if a delimiter has been read and to 0 otherwise. 

If "code" is in the range 1 to 7 (as the argument of the reader)» a com
plete expression» followed by a terminator» is read on the current input 
file» the expression is returned as the result of the READ function, 
"code" allows to select the type of the terminator which must follow the 
read expression: right parenthesis is 1» semicolon is 2 and delimiter is 
4» add the number corresponding to possibilities and "code" is thus 
obtained. If an unallowed possibility is encountered» AMP goes to error 5 
(Syntax error). The identifier "response" is assigned to 0» except if the 
terminator is a delimiter which belongs to the list given after the 2nd 
argument of READ» and is assigned to its rank in this list. 

As an example» let us describe the reader of an hypothetic command COM 
which obeys the syntax COM argl FROM arg2 

DECLARE C0I1 COMMAND; 
FUNCTION COM(I) 8; 
BEGIN A1,A2»R; 
Al:= READ(4»R»FR0M); 
IF R -= 1 THEN ERR0R(2,5); 
A2:=READ(I,R); 
RETURN(BUILDC8,BUILD(11,'C0M*),A1,A2)); 
END; 

DECLARE FROM DELHI; 

Note: The construction of the function in the RETURN statement needs the 
use of BUILD with argument 11. This is the only manner to have a correct 
result» and any other one would reenter the reader into a recursive end
less loop. 

A writer has one argument which is the expression to be printed. If not 
both a reader and a writer are given» the writer will be entered only in 
natural mode (NAT). As an example» the preceding example may have a writer 
defined as 

FUNCTION COWE) 9; 
WRITE «COM SSUBEXŒ,!),' FROM ', SUBEX(E,2); 

In order to allow further possibilities, the WRITE function uses " a(n) " 
as a format indicator. If "n" is a non-zero integer» the following items 
to be printed will be shifted upwards for "n" positions (this shift is 
counted algebraically), e.g.» ** has the writer 

FUNCTION *x(E) 9; 
WRITE SUBEXCE»l)»a(l)»SUBEXCE,2)»2(-l>; 

in order tr ihift upwards the exponents in natural printing mode. 
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Finally» 3(0) at the end of the list to be printed indicates that the 
printing is not achieved and that the next WRITE statement must be concat
enated with the data already printed. 
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A.O INVOKING AHP 

A.l INTERACTIVE TSO 

There is a prompter which allows a direct call to AHP when your TSO ses
sion is in READY mode. First, you must allocate the supplementary datasets 
that you may need, if any, using the ALLOCATE command of TSO (see corre
sponding IBM publications). Note that temporary datasets will be automat
ically created during AMP execution if needed, and a message will indicate 
to the user their name. 
Then type 
AMP [PRINTUfile})] [ INPUT ( {f ile>) ] [LIBUist of files)] 
[SIZE( nl[,n2[,n3]])] CTIME(time) J [WCTL(number)T [N0TIME3 
[OPTIONS*list_of_options)J 
[FLAG(hexadecimal code)] 
[INITCfile)] 

• PRINT indicates the standard output dataset (SYSPRINT), the console 
(*) by default. 

• INPUT precises the input dataset (SYSIN), the console(x) by default. 
• LIB gives a list of datasets containing the AMP modules. The name of 

the standard AMP library is tf̂ a default; this name depends on the con
ventions of your installation and must generally always be indicated. 
Other private libraries may be added in this list. 

• SIZE gives the initial sizes of different storage classes in units of 
K-bytes. "nl" corresponds to cells (storage for expressions in 
intenal format), "n2" to a recursivity stack, "n3" to other storage. 
AMP may modify these numbers during execution in order to improve its 
efficiency; it is nevertheless better to initialize them directly to 
the values adapted to your problem, if you know them. Default values 
are 60,2,10. 

NOTIFIE suppresses this facility. 
WCTL gives the defaulted length for WCTL option (see "Options." on 
page 29).Default is WCTLC50), 
OPTIONS modifies the initial options (see "Options." on pagn 29). The 
options ore indicated without quotes, immediately preceded by NO if 
they are to be turned off. 
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• FLAG is a shorter way to enter the list of options. Calculate the 
desired code as indicated in Sect VI.1 in hexadecimal notation» and 
enter the seven characters of this code» followed by a 0. 

• INIT indicates a file containing AMP commands» to be executed before 
entering the input dataset. 

Let us now indicate some peculiarities of AMP under TSO. 
• an end-of-file is entered from the console by typing the two charac

ters /* followed by a carriage return. This is in particular the 
normal way to end AMP execution. 

• The ATTN (BREAK) key may be used 
1. for deleting an erroneous line (as in TSO) 
2. whenever you want to suspend the execution of AMP. A message "r 

(RESTART),c (CONTINUE),s (STOP)?" is then prompted. Typing "c" 
(in lower case) annulâtes the effect of the ATTN key and resumes 
the normal execution; "r" stops the execution of the current state 
ment and resumes the execution at the following input statement; 
"5" stops AMP. 

• The Backspace key may be used to correct erroneous entered statements 
(before sending them by hitting the carriage return key). 

A.2 NON INTERACTIVE BATCH ENVIRONMENT. 

The control cards are the following: 
// EXEC PGM=AMPINIT,REGION=nnnK,PARM=,parm_field' 
//STEPLIB DD DSH=standard_library,DISP=SHR 
//SYSLIB DD DSN=standard_library,DISP=SHR 
// DD DSN=private_library_l,DISP=SHR 
//SYSPRINT DD SYS0UT=A 
//SYSIN DD * 

input cards 
// DD cards for other files 

The region size 200K is generally sufficient. Ask to your customer engi
neer the name of the standard library which depends on your installation. 
The parameter field is coded 
SIZE=(nl,n2,n3) ,TIME(time) ,WCTL(number) ,FLAG=xxxxxxxx with the 

same significations as in the preceding subsection. 
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B.O LIST OF IDENTIFIERS 

B.l FUNDAMENTAL SYSTEM. 

< 
<= 
+ 
I 
« 
$ 
X 
XX 

n IF SELECT 
ACTIVE IN SET ANSWER INACTIVE SUB EX 
BEGIN LET SUM BUILD LIST SYS IN 
BY LOAD SYSPRINT 
DECLARE LOG THEN 
DELETE MATCH TO DERIV NOSIMPL TRUE 
DIM ON TYPE 
DO ONCE WHEN 
E OPTIONS WHILE 
ELSE OTHERWIS WRITE 
END PERFORM 
EXPAND PRODUCT 
FALSE READ 
FOR RESIMPl 
FORALL RETURN 
FUNCTION RULE 
GOTO SAVE 

As these identifiers play special roles in AMP, it is very dangerous to 
use them out of their context. The user must avoid their names for its 
private use. This list is in lexicographic order» and the index refer to 
their exact meaning. 

B.2 STANDARD MODULES. 

Module COEFF contains the identifier: 
Module DEGREE contains the identifier: 
Module ECHO contains the identifier: 
Module ERROR contains tho identifier: 
Module EXPAN contains the identifier: 
Module FLOOR contains the identifier: 
Module GCD contains the identifier: 
Module MAT contains the identifiers: 
Module MOD contains the identifier: 
Module POLY contains the identifiers 
Module REDUCE contains tho identifier: 
Module RENAME contains tho identifier: 
Module 5P5A4040 contains tho identifier 
Module TCOEFF 

COEFF. 
DEGREE. 
ECHO. 
ERROR. 
EXPAN. 
FLOOR. 
GCD. 
DET, MAT, TRACE, TRANSP, 

MOD. 
: POLY, TCOEFF. 
REDUCE. 
RENAME. 

is an alias nemo for POLY. 
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C O SUMMARY OF SYNTAXES 

Uarning: this appendix is not exhaustive.See the manual for missing func
tions or for more details on a given syntax. 

C.l SYSTEM IDENTIFIERS. 

BEGIN [local idl [,...]] ; [DECLARE statements ;] 
Clabel.l : 7 statement.l ; 
END ; 

DECLARE (id ) 
{ (idl ... ) } 

[(FUNCTION) [PREFIX J [NOSIMPL ] [OPERATOR] 
[{COMMAND } [INFIX [BINARY]] [INTERNAL] 
[(ALGEBRA ) [SPECIAL 1 
[ 
[ FILE [(FORT)] 
[ ({NAT )] 
[ 
[ ARRAY [<(low_l: ]high_l [, ...))] [OPERATOR] 
[ 
[ DELIM 

[ORDER ( n )] I, ...] ; 
DELETE (identifier) ( ...3 ; 

(number } 
(•rule1 ) 

DERIV ( expression , var_l [, n_l I, ...J) ) 
FOR id := start [BY incr) [TO end) I, ...) 

(WHILE cond wJ [SELECT cond.s] 
(DO } 
(PERFORM op ON) expression 
(SUM ) 
(PRODUCT ) 

or ( var } SUM expression 
(a < var < b) 

FUNCTION fonc ( arg_l I, ...)) [nl ; definition ; 
GOTO label; 
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IF cond THEN clause 1 [ELSE clause_2! 
TOTHERUIS Iclause_3]l 

LET {[RULE name! [MATCH! [ONCE! 
[F0RALL(id_* [> ...3)1 [UHEN(cond)] 

kernel_l := subst_l I, ...1) 
(name_l »... 1 

(IN expr [SET logic!! 
(ACTIVE 1 
{INACTIVE 1 

LIST {identifier! [ . . . ] ; 
{number 1 
{'IDSYSTEM'l 
{'IDUSER' 1 
{'OPTIONS» Î 
{'rule» 1 
{'RULES' 1 
{'SYSTEM» 1 
{'MODULES' 1 

LOAD ( { 'module'! ) ; 
{ file 1 

READ ( {file t, eofl 1 ) 
{file ,SYSIN 1 
{ 0 1 
{n,rQsponseC,delim_l,...]} 

RETURNCexpressi on) 
SAVE (file [, id_l , ...1 ); 
WRITE { [file,! item_l I, ...] ! ; 

{ file 1 
(func " n_l [" ...1 )( arg_l [, ...! ) 

C.g STANDARD KPTHJIES. 

COEFF ( expression , multiplicative_kcrnel ) 
DECREE ( expression , variable I, n!) 
ECHO ( (file! ) 

{ 0 1 
ERROR ( action > number C , message 1 ) 
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EXPAN ( (expression) , var (» order ) ) 
(array ) (, subst_expan) 

GCD ( expressionl , expression2 ) 
MAT ( ( array } ) 

(<dim_l I, ...]) , elem_l , ...) 
POLY ( (array } , var C» subst_expression] ) 

(expression) 
REDUCE ((varl I , ... ]}) 

( 0 ) 
( C-ll ) 

RENAME oldname newname ; 
TCOEFF ( (polynomial) , var ) 

(expression) 
TRANSP ( (2_dimensional„matrix) ) 

(2_dimensional_array ) 
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D.O ERRORS 

The effects of errors on AMP are the following ones. 
If an ABEND occurs» or if the message 

CRASH 
is printed, the error is completely abnormal. Please contact the author 
of the program and send him the whole listing or a copy of it (only a part 
of the listing m?y be unsufficient since the status of AMP may depend of 
the history). 
In any other case, a message of the type: 

AMPnnnnx 
is printed and gives indication for detection of the error, "nnnn" is the 
number of the error, "x" is a letter indicating the decision taken by AMP. 
This may be 
• I informative message without any consequence. 
• W warning, this error is not important and the execution continues; 

check nevertheless that the error does not affect the results. 
• E error. The statement is discarded. In interactive mode, the exe

cution resumes with the next statement. In non interactive mode, the 
following statements are read and syntactically analyzed, but not 
executed. 

• T terminal error. The execution stops here. 
Here ere displayed all the error messages with some comments. 

AMPnnnnx UNABLE TO RECOGNIZE ERROR 
The error monitor has been incorrectly colled, with a number of 

messages not known by AMP. Perhaps you have introduced your own assem
bler routine which calls incorrectly the error monitor program. Oth
erwise this is a bug in AMP (contact the author). 
AMP0001T STACK OVERFLOW 
The size for stack used when invoking AMP is too small. Try again 
with a larger size. If the same error occurs, be sure that your state
ments do not introduce infinite loops; if this is not the case, con
tact tho author. 
AMP0002U INCORRECT PARM FIELD 

(alwoys first messago) The AMP program has been incorrectly 
invoked (see porm field in "Invoking AMP" on page 53). 
AMP0003x MORE THAN 8 CHARACTERS FOR AH IDENTIFIER 
AMP0004x END OF FILE 
AMP0005x SYNTAX ERROR 

This is the generic message whan the reader detects an invalid 
syntax. Generally, the corresponding statement is printed with the 
precise point where the error h^s been detected. 
AMP0006x UNDECLARED FUNCTION OR ARRAY, NOW DECLARED AS n FUNCTION 
AMP0007x UNABLE TO OPEN FILE xxxxxxxx 
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Check that Cin batch) the corresponding DD card is present, or 
(in TSO) the corresponding ALLOCATE command has been issued. 
AMPOOOSx INFIX USED AS PREFIX 
AMP0009X INFIX MISSING, OR UNDECLARLD PREFIX 
AMPOOlOx THIS FUNCTION IS NOT INFIX 
AMPOOllx UNBALANCED PARENTHESIS 
AMP0012x LESS THAN 3% FREE CELLS, 2K ADDED 

The size for cells is unsufficient and is increased by 2. If this 
error occurs too frequently or in cascade, this may be due to an infi
nite loop. 
AMP0013x PRINT ERROR 

The printer is in error; generally, this is due to a tentative to 
print an expression with an erroneous internal form. Check in partic
ular the use of BUILD function. 
AMPO014x INFINITE DO LOOP 
AMP0015X INCORRECT ASSIGNMENT 
AMPOOHx UNABLE TO DELETE A SYSTEM IDENTIFIER 
AMP0017x RESTART 

This occurs in interactive mode, either after an error flagged E, 
or a CRASH, or after a break or a time interrupt. 
AMPOOUx STOP 
AMP0019x UNDECIDABLE CLAUSE IN A DO LOOP 
AMPOOZOx UNDECIDABLE CLAUSE OF IF, AND OTHERWIS NOT CODED 
AMP0021X DUPLICATE LABEL 
AMP0022x UNDEFINED LABEL 
AMP0023x GOTO USED OUT OF A BLOCK 
AMP0024x RETURN USED OUT OF A BLOCK 
AMP0025x FUNCTION UITH A WRONG NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS 
AMP0026x ARRAY MANIPULATION ERROR 
AMP0027x NON MULTIPLICATIVE KERNEL USED. 
AMP0028X ZERODIVIDE OR INFINITE RESULT 
AMP0029x LOAD ERROR 
AMP0030x INCORRECT ARGUMENT FOR DERIV 
AMP0031X CYCLIC READ: READ SYSIN AFTER READ(FILE,SYSIN) 
See Figure 10 on page 25 
AMP0032x UNALLOWED SYNTAX FOR OPTIONS 
AMP0034x 20 SAVEAREAS ADDED 
AMP0035x UNALLOWED ARGUMENT IN LET WITH FORALL OPTION 
AMP0036X UNDEFINED RULE INVOKED IN LET 
AMP0035x ILLEGAL USE OF TCOEFF, DIVISE OR REDUCE 
AMP0039X INCORRECT SPECIFICATION FOR AN ARRAY 
AMP0040x OPERATION INVOLVING ARRAYS UITH A DIFFERENT NUMBER OF ELE
MENTS 
AMP0041x THE SIMPLIFIER CANNOT IDENTIFY THE TYPE OF EXPRESSION 

The simplifier has generally be called for simplifying an 
expression with an erroneous internal form. Check in particular the 
use of BUILD function. 
AMP0C42x UCTL CONTROL: TOO LONG EXPRESSION 

The write control has suppressed the printing (see "Options." on 
page 29).Enter " WRITE ANSUER; " if you nevertheless wish the 
expression. 
AMP0043x ERROR IN SUBEX FUNCTION 
SUBEX function is of vary delicate use, see "The functions TYPE, DIM 
and SUBEX" on page 34 
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AHP00*4x NEGATIVE NUMBER RAISED TO A NON INTEGER POWER 
AMP00*5x xxxxxxxx LOADED 
AKPOOttx NON AUTHORIZED SUBSTITUTION 
AFIP0047x MATRIX ALGEBRA ERROR 
AHPOOtSx EXPAN ALGEBRA ERROR 
AHP00*9x KISSING DD STATEMENT 
AKP005PX REDEFINED (SYSTEM ID. ) 
A DECLARE statement has been issued on this systeM identifier, and 
its preceding properties have been lost. 
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FNDEX 

Special Characters LU 
16 

:= 10 
* 11 
< 11 
<= 11 
+ 9 I U 
x 9 
xx 9 
- 11 -= 11 
- 9 
/ 9 
> 11 
>= 13 
= 11 
== 10 
" 43 

LU 
ABS 45 
ACTIVE 38 
ALGEBRA 47 
ALGEBRA attribute 31 
ANSWER 10 
argument 8 
array 9, 20 

array-expression 22 
element 20 
subarray 21 

ARRAY attribute 20, 31 
assignment 10 
attributes 26, 31 

BEGIN 16 
BINARY attribute 9, 31 
blanks 7 
BUILD 10, 13. 36 
BY 15 

m 
characters 

alphabetic 5 
numeric 5 
separation characters 
special characters 5 

CODEN option 10, 30 
COEFF 46 
COMMAND attribute 13, 31 
COMMENT 7 

LU 
DECLARE 31 
DECORD option 9, 29 
DEGREE 46 
DELETE 32 
DELIM attribute 31 
delimiters 13 
DERIV 43 
DET 50 
DIM 34 
dimension 20 
DO 15 
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S 
ECHO 46 
ELSE 14 
END 16 
ERROR 46 
EXPAN 45, 50 
EXPAND function 9 
EXPAND option 9, 30 
expression 7 

algebraic 9 
array-expression 22 
logical 11 
relational 11 

EXTPREC option 30 

m 
FALSE 11 
FILE attribute 31 
FLOAT option 30 
FLOOR 46 
FOR 15 
FORALL 38 
FORT attribute 31 
FORT option 26, 29 
function 7, 18, 47 
FUNCTION attribute 31 

m 
GCD 46 
GOTO 17 

H 
identifier 6 

assigned 7, 10 
local 16, 18 

IF 14 
IMSMPRD option 29 
IN 38 

INACTIVE 38 
infix 8 
INFIX attribute 31 
INIT parameter 55 
INPUT option 29 
INPUT parameter 54 
INTER option 30 
INTERNAL attribute 23, 31 

m 
label 17 
LET 38 
LIB parameter 
LIST 26 54 

H 
MAT 45, 49 
HATCH 38 
MOD 45 
modules 27 

m 
NAT attribute 31 
NAT option 26, 29 
NEGPOM option 10, 30 
NOSIKPL attribute 31 
NOSINPL function 13, 18 
nothing 10, 13 
null-statement 13 
numbers 6 

extended-precision 6 
integers 6 
rationals 6 
reals 6 
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H 
ON 15 
ONCE 38 
OPERATOR attribute 31 
options 29, 27, 54 
OPTIONS function 30 
order 9 
ORDER attribute 31 
OTHERWIS 14 
OUTPUT option 29 

m 
PERFORM 15 
POLY 45, 49 
precedence 8 
prefix 8 
PREFIX attribute 31 
PRINT parameter 54 
PRODUCT 15 

m 
READ 24, 51 
recursivity 18 
REDUCE function 10, 46 
REDUCE option 10, 30 
RENAME 46 
RESIHPL 13 
RETURN 17 
RULE 38 

H 
SELECT 15 
SET 38 
simplification 9 
SIZE option 30 
SIZE parameter 54 
SPECIAL attribute 

statement 5 
strings 7 
SUBEX 20, 34 
substitution 27, 38 

immediate 38 
scanning 38 

SUM 15 

m 
TCOEFF 49 
THEN 14 
TIME parameter 54 
TO 15 
TRACE 50 
TRAfcSP 50 
TRUE 11 
TYPE 34 

H 
undecidable clause 11 

m 
variables 7 

H 
WCTL option 29, 54 
WHEN 38 
WHILE 15 
WRITE 26, 52 
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